Examine the Effect of Direct Attributed Non-Price Promotional Mass-Gift-Commodity Offer Frames for Customer Loyalty Responses.
Yesterday is \textit{HISTORY,}

Tomorrow is a \textit{MYSTERY,}

today is a \textit{MASS-GIFT,}

that's why it's called the \textit{PRESENT.}

- \textit{ELEANOR ROOSEVELT-}
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Albeit discount frames are the most common sales promotion employed by supermarket retailers, it's arguable negatives, combined with continuous pursuit of customer relationship loyalty creation essential in advanced retailing, is regressing the need for alteration to alternatives. The trending manoeuvres by food retailers that imply the arise of such alteration, is their recent thorough entrance and action within a vibrant mass-gift economy domain that characters distinct content and social structures. In addition, recent research debates the theoretic distinct forms of gifts and commodities used in sociology and anthropology. Inspired by recent work in the field, we elaborate on the idea that present retailer offset combines gifts and commodities as a “mass-gift-commodity hybrid”, strategized to customer recipients goaling reciprocity through obligatory commodity purchase. Consequently, to assist managers with this marketing tool, we aid in broad empirical investigation for unwrapping the process of relationships, loyalty, gifts, commodities and both exchanges. In turn, the experiment conducted with a 3-type offer framing set, purposes developing an understanding of the impact of gift-commodity hybrids for customer loyalty objectives within retailing practice. Moderators in our conduct featured product category distinction, stated value and brand of gift, while attitudinal and personality trait mediators were researched. The broad methodological approach followed was quantitative of nature. The sample consisted of 257 consumers of ages 18 and up. Scenario corresponding visual outings combined with a structured questionnaire was used to collect results. A descriptive, t-test, ANOVA and UNIANOVA analysis approach was used for analysis. The main results obtained suggests that free gift offers are less effective for purchase and repatronage intentions juxtaposed to traditional approaches, a discount and an offer without any promotional claims. Furthermore, additional results reveal that value information stated alone, while combined with a branded gift are significant moderators in this main effect. Also, we found overall value satisfaction as significant mediator in the process, that robust our construct in that this is a valuable determinant in gift exchange relationships and a calculatory measure for both relationship and gift valuation. Our findings offer guidance to marketing managers that might benefit from knowing what is the best strategy to use for promotion and customer loyalty objectives. Explicit, this research extends prior research on the topic, since effectiveness of hybrids for loyalty objectives is an under-researched issue.
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1.1 Problem Preface

In the ultra-competitive landscape of retailing, today’s grocery marketers have an increasingly hard time in meeting customer needs, profitably. On the one end there’s coping with intense intratype and intertype competition, while on the other end, its consumers are becoming increasingly price-sensitive while altering consumption patterns because of commitments, tightening time- and monetary budgets due to recession (Dellaert et al., 1998). In attempt to persuade behaviour, managers for years reach into their toolkits, resulting in steady increase in use of price promotions, focussing on attracting customers and stimulate both store traffic and sales (Mulhern & Leone, 1990). With this increase many creative expressions have arisen, with price discounts as its most common form (Darke & Chung, 2005).

Although research argues that these discounts lead to reliable increase of perception value (Compeau & Grewal, 1998), critics suggest that on-going price cuts are costly while damaging important supplier understandings (Hardesty & Bearden, 2003). Meanwhile, price promo activity can blight brand equity (Mela et al., 1997); makes consumers sceptical of sale prices (e.g. perceiving discounted prices as true price) (Darke & Chung, 2005); while moulding them into more price sensitive (Darke & Chung, 2005) and lastly even make them undermine perception of product quality (Darke & Chung, 2005). Also, price-promotions do not have monetary effects, but only temporary lift volume, brand – and category sales (Srinivasan et al., 2004); while
reducing brand/category revenues and margins, because of dynamic sales effects of post promotional-dips following each promotion (Van Heerde et al., 2000). Alarmingly, temporary use of this activity educates consumers when to stockpile, when to await bargains and when to cherry-pick across stores, creating stubborn habits (Gauri et al., 2008). Human habits that are very hard to break (since part of our psychological makeup to repeat consequently), the above share of criticism introduces the pressing need for a promotional alteration.

1.2 Situational Context

That alteration has arguably set in in the Netherlands as of early 2000s, since the food retail industry has been witnessing a rapid transformation from its promotional paradigm. On the one end, while the above cited by no means exhaust the vast critical literature on price promotions, it suffices to illustrate the negatives of its use as a cause. On the other end, present situational context of recession causes loyalty strengthening, since ordinary customers re-evaluate their loyalty behaviour (Jansone, 2012). During recession even; consumers are less tolerant, show no compassion for front-line employees and want personalized service (Bell & Chip in Jansone, 2012). While, continuing such behaviour pre/post-recession, since altered patterns will continue during recovery periods and beyond (Miller in Jansone, 2012). Thus, although managers have clear goals in mind, sales, business success (store loyalty is its most important factor (Anic, 2006)) and growth (of which customer loyalty is a main driver (Reichheld, 2003) amongst others, there lies situational difficulty in attaining and retaining loyal customers since food retailing has many alternatives and low switching costs (Anic in Jansone, 2012).

Resulting, loyal customers are a regressing need; after all retaining an existing customer is more efficient than acquiring a new one (Anic, 2006), as estimated attracting a new customer can cost up to 5 times more than what it costs to keep a current customer happy (Rus,2008). Also, they are less price sensitive (Tsai et al. 2010) and provide free word-of-mouth recommendation bringing in new customers (Reichheld,2003). Implying
pursuit of addressing this permanent need through promo, simultaneously, direct gifting with purchase offers is suspect gaining ground in food retailer industry, in the Netherlands in particular. Quick practical decomposition of this strategy learns that consumers can expect a fully harmonized mass consumption setting: matching store design- and image, audio/visuals events and complementary goods. The premier focal point of such campaigning: a framed gift attribute (that is non-monetary of nature) with purchase (Prendergast & Stole, 2000), receipted at either the shelf or the cashier amongst others. Although yet ambiguous, supermarkets arguably produce a renewed category mode that diverts from orthodox forms of exchange. Gifting exists in other countries, but we found that the Netherlands are a particularly suitable context for our study because of recent and on-going offset of campaigned direct gifting. Favourably, many operant supermarkets persist this trend hoping to copy success of premier outings; Albert Heijn’s KNVB soccer collector’s stickers amongst others. However, tempting and unanswered questions are the inferences drawn by consumers about the free gift attribute, rather than the product framed (Raghurib, 2004), while understanding if and how such offers affect customer loyalty.

1.3 Management Decision Problem

As alternative to price promotion, free gifts arguably are perceived as highly valuable (Lobb et al. in Dark & Chung (2005). Also, rich literature has shown that promotions affect short-term sales positively (Blattberg & Neslin in Reghubir,2004). However, such strategy being informative and affect sales through more than a attribute to accompany with a purchase is nothing new, only it seldom applies to the context of free mass-gift promotions (Reghubir,2004). In our context, a supermarkets’ act of mass-gifting aims at producing and entering relational space, completing loyalty objectives in return that in turn lead to achieving sales objectives indirectly. Baring the thought of such achievements, managers willingly attribute part of their budget to this young exploit as a solid business investment, with expectancy of accessing the dimension of loyalty magnificence. There seems speculatively unlimited potential, successful unlocking as an integral part of the marketing mix, while synergising with other promotion activities however needs effective employment. Despite a good deal of speculation and intensive practical implementation by its retailers, its use in our
context only covers a 13 year window. While many scholars and managers have been moderate in researching the topic of gift exchange- and promotion for decades, present research on the emergence of this vibrant mass-gift economy in the retailing sector is particularly scarce, apart from the eye-opening work of Bird-David & Dar (2009a+b).

In depth, research examining the manner in which free gifts with a purchase offer affect pursued loyalty behaviour and consumer process these framings is practically non-existent. As is inferences drawn based on the gift offer; explicit mention of the free gift value; explicit use of a branded free gift; and explicit distinct in product category. Surprisingly, that leaves managers, operant in a demanding economic situational condition, in loyalty pursuit in a challenging market, with few reference on inference of this offer framing. Conversely, it are these exact same managers that have to act in sales interactions as more social actors, while making indispensable business decisions in the process in order to differentiate, be competitive, retain loyal customers and sustaining success longer-term.

1.4 Marketing Research Objectives

Arising from the management decision problem in our situational context is the pressing need to elaborate on the recent work by Bird-David & Dar (2009a+b), by extending their reasoning we answer their call for addressing the broadening of research on this young topic of particular mass-gifting. Explicit, we aim at seizing the opportunity, as extradited by Bird-David & Dar (2009b), to conquer a position as one of few pioneering marketing scholars moving in direction of this topic, topping up its knowledge gap. In addition to manager objectives however, the pure economic model of consumer promotions does not explicitly account for complementary routes through which promos can affect behaviour (Raghubir, 2004). We aim at averting obvious exploration in pursuit of complementary routes, intertwining consumer behavioural, marketing, social exchange and anthropology literature. Explicitly, broadly purposing understanding this newly created mode of commercial (mass) gift exchange, its process, actors and its relational space. More deepening, we
partly adapt and combine experiments by Beltramini (1992) and Raghubir (2004) while modifying for "offer- and attribute framing" (Levin et al., 1998; and Darke & Chung, 2005), investigating possible incoherence in decision making towards different type-offers framings (e.g. stand-alone, discount or with a attributed gift). Explicitly, our main experiment purposes for direct comparison in effectiveness of using a free mass-gift attribute with a stand-alone product (e.g. a fast moving consumer good) in increasing loyalty response in retail practice, versus use of a discount or an offer without promotional claims. Extending, we examine for moderating effects of stated value, attribute brand selection and pairing product category, while holding the price of the product constant – specifically, the value of the free gift, the brand of the free gift and the product category it is offered with. Lastly, to up the ante we extend for topic-laden mediating effects of specific inferences in relational attitudes and personality traits.

Resulting, insights will suggest and assist (brand) managers in understanding inferences and employment of this ambiguous mass-instrument as business investment made for loyalty objectives – specifically, we aim at suggesting if managers should select such stand-alone free gift offers for loyalty objectives compared to other offers; if selected, then if and in what manner to communicate the value of the attribute in a free gift offer; if the attributed gift should be branded/unbranded; with what type of category product the offer seems bested and if attitudes and personality traits mediate inferences of the gift offer. As final note, we aim at broad implication of this study. As template, we subset the respondent landscape by selecting a food retailer-dense setting in the populous western region of the Netherlands. As focal is Alphen a/d Rijn, in close proximity to capital cities, while overall gifting is firmly naturalised (e.g. from working environments, anniversaries to religious holidays) as suitable setting for obtaining our online respondent data. While exact embodiment and framing of our experiment and definitions will be due in upcoming chapters, next paragraph previews in brief our problem- and research questions.
1.5 Problem Statement and Research Questions

Previewing, originated from the above/upcoming chapters, our problem statement is the following:

- Is a free gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a non-price promotional mass-gift, an effective marketing communication predicate for customer loyalty responses - such as purchase / repatronage intentions?

Our study reports the results of a step-wise trajectory that purposes the solve of the above statement:

- What are the main typologies, dimensions, and components of:
  - The gift
  - The commodity and it's exchange
  - Gift exchange and (social) relationship behaviour
  - The mass-gift-commodity
  - Customer loyalty responses

- Does the impact of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on consumer loyalty responses, differ from other offer-types such as a discount or an offer without such claims?

- Is the impact of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on consumer loyalty responses, moderated by:
  a) Product Category Pairing
  b) Manner of Communication
  c) Attribute Brand Selection

- Is the impact of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on consumer loyalty responses, mediated by attitudes and personality traits – such as overall relationship-worthiness of the retailer; overall value satisfaction; overall appreciation of promotional deals; overall appeal of the ad and materialism trait?
2.1 Introduction

Exchange is a key aspect of life, of which advocates of the “free market” since the early 1950’s have postulated; gifts are simply a barter without calculation by societies, as basis of an economic system with means of unselfish generosity (Rus, 2008). Yet evolved from the early 1960’s up until today, its significance in economies is uncontested in terms of retail sales (Davis in Sherry, 1983), yearly grossing for 10 % of total U.S. retail economy (Dunn et al. 2008); with 3 to 4 % of consumer income spend on gifts, whereof 80-90% are non-monetary expressions aimed at suitting occasions (Prendergast & Stole, 2000).

Capturing imagination of scholars is the process and means rather than the mere barter of objects, defining it as social institution with intrinsic aspect of human society versus microeconomic logic where money is common claim on goods for compensation (Prendergast & Stole, 2000). Obvious, gifting is an unique phenomenon that combines economic, social and self-expressive motivations. As Belk (1982) sums, its peculiar status has resulted in vast research an elaborations within the fields of anthropology (Mauss; Levi-Strauss), sociology (Gouldner), psychology (Jones), economics (Belshaw) and consumer research (Belk). As small exemplification throughout the years; scholars focussed on gifting in anthropological perspective (Sherry, 1983); self-gift giving (Faber et al. 1992); gender differences (McGrath, 1995; Areni et al. 1998); practical guidelines and rules for the art of gift giving (Campbell, 1997; Feder, 1998); its non-monetary nature (Prendergast & Stole, 2000); indicators for detecting gift failures (Roster, 2006); and difference in gift cultures (Liu et al., 2010).
Nonetheless, while the before cited by no means exhaust its vast literature, it suffices to illustrate the combination of social concepts and a modern gift economy in which non-monetary promotion finds its breeding-ground (Sherry, 1983). This gift-economy is the area that bears specific relevance to our context, where of importance is Mauss’ (1954) classification based on form of exchange dominating economic actions distinct between “gift” and “commodity” exchange. Gregory (1982) later systematically developed this dichotomy in 2 spheres representing market vs. non-market; “gift” exchange (e.g. household/personal relationship) and “commodity”-exchange (trade/impersonal relationships) between societies. In recent years however, such sharp distinction has been questioned, arguing gift-exchange inhibiting more economic calculation in both traditional as capitalist societies than assumed (Rus, 2008). Explicit, gift exchange differs from market exchange barter in mere lapse of time between gift and counter gift, while both are actually ideal types of exchange that both utilize rational, self-interested premises (Rus, 2008). Exemplifying, industrial society has substantial economic expenditure on gifts, while really any economy will be a mix of these 2. In line with above introductional evolution, upcoming sections will depict aspects of gift giving, nexting them as 2 apart pillars but also, as Valeri in Lapavitsas (2002) and Bird-David & Dar (2009b), as a mutual concession with combinational necessity in its proliferation alongside a regenerated gift / commodity dichotomy.

2.2. Unwrapping the Gift

Starting off with the unwrapping of the gift; virtually any resource (e.g. from tangible object to intangible experience) can be transformed into a gift, context-bound and tailored to specific situations (Sherry, 1983). Although the nature of its intent is divided in 3; social, personal or economic (Sherry 1983) that result in tailor-selected objects to proper suit this nature, gifts in practice are purchased products rather than services or objects made by the giver (Belk in Belk, 1982). Yet, stressing is the notion of a careful drawn (economic) line between cash and gift, dependent of that specific situation (Douglas and Isherwood in Sherry, 1983). Overall retailer focus is on that economic ideology, resulting in diverse studies examining mixed interfaces; the use of embedded promotional offers (Arora & Henderson, 2007); Promotional competitions (Peattie, 1998); Negative spill-over effects (Tseng 2010); Potential backfire of promoting the free gift (Raghubir & Celly, 2009); and
negatives of unattractive gifts on brand image and attitude (Simonson et al., 1994). Others aim effectiveness; Gift use in the bank sector (Preston et al., 1978); Comparing between price discounts and premium promotions (Palazon & Delgado-Ballaster, 2009); and Corporate gifting (Fan, 2006). Trending in earlier literature, business gifting is solo a sales promotional tool (Fan, 2006), while more recent conduct it as an integral part of the marketing mix (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). Purposed as corporate tool, assisting marketing activities, such as hospitality given to customers with aims of image promotion (Lovelock et al in Fan, 2006), while acting within broader strategy involving fostering/maintaining long-term relationships with customers (Fan in Bird-David & Darr, 2009b).

Elaborating, such “corporate gifts” (e.g., gifts or incentives) differ in gesture; A gift is a corporate gesture in recognition of business or between businesses promotion, while incentives are products perceived to be of high value, used in rewarding staff or long standing business customers (Mintel in Fan, 2006). So, business gifts represent that category of the advertising specialty industry which includes imprinted products (sponsor identification typically accompanies the gift) in the $5 to $25 range of value (Beltramini, 1992). A main precondition is evident; “gifts or giveaways” are free in monetary value for only a recipient, while a business investment for a donor, qualifying it as premium (d’Astous & Jacob, 2002).

Defining, a premium represents an article offered free (or at a low price) in return for purchase of product(s) (d’Astous & Jacob, 2002), that is voluntarily provided to another person or group (Belk & Coon, 1993). Requirement is absent though, for a premium nor the product offered with, to be of identical product category (d’Astous & Jacob, 2002). Such notion of “corporate-gifts” provided by a company free to consumers (Bodur & Grohmann, 2005), excludes intangibles and monetary expressions (e.g., price cuts, rebates and free amount) (Chandon et al, 2000), amplifying the weighted context of only free gifts as opposed to receiving a free product (Palazon & Delgado-Ballaster, 2009). Continuing, further genuine variance lies in category distinction of its outings, value and purpose; As Fan (2006) reported 3 broad categories distinct on purpose; Give-aways (e.g. low value; high volume; less personal; for company brand name promotion); Standard gifts
(e.g. high perceived value; cover range of prices; presented in personal manner; suiting most occasions); and Luxury gifts (e.g. high value, low volume; address individual; prestige based on strong brands). Kotler and Turner in d’Astous & Jacob (2002) however distinct 4 categories (e.g. with-pack, reusable container, self-liquidating and free-in-mail). Yet, Rossiter and Percy in d’Astous & Jacob (2002) proposed 2 premiums (e.g. self-liquidating and free ones (e.g. samples, coupons or refunds. Abstraction of latter 2 results in 2 conditionals epitomizing its exact moment of supply (e.g. delayed or directly), an area of concern for us while food retailers supply the gift directly at the shelf, with the product or the at the cashier.

Finalizing our pragmatic approach, we resort to Bird-David & Darr (2009b) by extending premiums for mass consumption as “mass-gifts”. As premiums, mass-gifts come in diverse outings, donated in massive volume in exact same form to mass consumers (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). Fusing above knowledge into a monolithic melting for our study; mass-gifts are direct attributed give-aways (e.g. low perceived value; high volume; less personal), given in conjunction with commodity purchase (past, present, future) within a mass consumption setting (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). Yet, while above evaluated does not yet exhaust all aspects, it suffices to already illustrate the carefulness with which gift strategy is conceived, propagated and designed by its professional practitioners.

2. 3. Unwrapping Commodity Exchange

Evident, gifts are often free with commodity purchase, within the spectrum of mutual concession, commodity exchange is principally dedicated by a desire to obtain certain objects by means of exchange (Lapavitsas, 2002). Economic interpretation is often linked to exchange in context of hard assets (e.g. raw materials, agriculture) modelling basic economic realms of rationality, individualism, material gain and loss (Lapavitsas, 2002). As such a commodity product is fungible; both substitutable and identical in all units of production regardless of the producer (Hofstrand, 2007). Its exchange thus commercially transacts among strangers without enforcing lasting social obligation or personal relationships, devoid of almost all social, formal or personal consideration and symbolic uniqueness, while relying on price-based decision making and price
completion (Rus, 2008). Furthermore, outings abstract that its trading involves reciprocity between entities (Bell, 1991), while creating relationships independent of nature after a transaction is over (Gregory, 1982). While, inhibiting low sociability and high impersonality amongst entities that digest in commodity value importance (Gregory, 1982). To template, customers are strangers exchanging a commercial transaction without social obligation, gratitude or mutual social relationship intent. A commodity here enters a sphere of trade and impersonal relationships limited to a sellers’ obligation to deliver the commodity to a buyer, while the latter pays an agreed amount to the seller for it (Rus, 2008). Concluding, commodities in a retailer context are any trade able (uniqueness hollow) fast moving consumer good, inhibiting no obligation to repurchase at the same retailer again (Rus, 2008).

2.4 Unwrapping Gift Exchange Relationships

Before we can cover the spoil of the sharp contrast between gifts and commodities, crucial is understanding first the relational atmosphere surrounding the process of exchanging the gift object. Since, discussing gifts through its tangible value only does not grip unobservable intangible values (e.g. human emotion, experience, relationship and reciprocity). Explicit, donor and recipient, their relationship and presentation of the gift are not inhered in just the object (Belk, 1996b), so a sole economic view is a distraction from its exchange “magic” and goes against the spirit of gift giving (Camerer, 1988). Schedelfin in Sherry (1983) sees gifting as rhetorical gesture in social communication, with objects having a symbolic dimension. Even, such symbolical and identity-laden commodities make categories of culture stable and visible, while functioning as non-verbal medium for creativity (Douglas & Sherwood in Sherry, 1983). Thus, the gifted object is more an invitation for partnership and confirmation of participation in tribulations and joy, illustrating that an attached string of social bonds is forged and reciprocation encouraged (Sherry, 1983). As a result, a first functional process of exchange becomes a “total gift-giving experience” for both parties (Larsen & Watson, 2001); of which the economic equivalent is a consumer system, with social solidarity based on structured gift exchange and social relationships among consumers (Giesler’s, 2006). Areni et al. (1998) argue this experience as shared and evenly evaluated, because the equilibrium of delight or disappointment in a gift by a recipient, almost always
result in the identical for a donor. Yet, within this experience the object still dictates the emotion level paired with the interaction, resulting in continuous evaluation of gift attractiveness during interval of exchange. Because, inevitably humans are driven by profit maximization through form of material possessions, pleasure and comfort (i.e. utility) (Rus, 2008). As a consequence, material value of the object is simply a (partial) reflection of the nature, role and weight of the relationship (Sherry, 1983).

Although gifts can actually be free in stages before constraint, that is the first gift given between parties is voluntary of character which no return gift can have (Carrier, 1991). Thereafter, for returning benefit one is obliged ethically, operating under coercion, or prototypical contract (van Baal in Sherry, 1983). Now, relationships in general always imply moral and social obligations, if there's intent to continue and thus re-affirm, cultivate and grow it (Rus, 2008). But here, coercion is in fact a template for social and moral ties created by a sequential cycle of exchanges that inhibit reciprocal and optimizing behaviour, in turn creating a constrained relationship (Rus, 2008). Where after, gifts cannot occur anymore outside of the relationship (Larson and Watson, 2001).

Stemming, reciprocity is thus an assumed norm with an obligation to give, receive and reciprocate (Gouldner in Sherry, 1983). And, gifting creates tensions and asymmetry in a relationship, while indebted the receiver, who is obliged to make a counter-gift at some point in time. As a consequence though, gifting relationships are hardly balanced, because there is continuous role reversal and debt imbalance at practically any point in time (Scammon et al. in Sherry, 1983). In turn, the receipt of gifts is equally mandatory, while refusing a gift is unsociable or even a hostile act (Mayet & Pine, 2010). All results in that the object of selected value becomes strategically gifted, operating as tangible expression of the social relationship created, in which price, satisfaction and quality are dimensions used to create, maintain, modulate or savour this relationship (Sherry, 1983). Nonetheless, this continuous pressure to reciprocate actually does avoid feeling inferior and is used to safeguard reputations (Sherry, 1983). Explicit, those who have been “helped” feel obliged to return help, without necessarily feeling favourable towards the help provider (Beltramini, 1992). Evident, in gift
relationships perceived balance is of continuous importance (being a main determinant of satisfaction (Poe, 1977)), while the inalienable objects exchanged are in fact imbued with identity of their owners. And, since the giver gives quality part of himself, the objects are permanently tied and never completely separated from exchange (Rus, 2008). Yet, although a gift is directly owned by the receiver, the object is not to be alienated from the donor (Rus, 2008). Stemming, mere change in the (value) of the object can indicate a change in understanding and the relationship (Barth in Sherry, 1983).

Continuing, within gift exchange key emotional values are trust, responsibility and symbol of the relationship, which often define criterion for the transfer of family heirlooms (Areni et al., 1998). Yet, besides expressing such values aimed at maintenance of a transactional relationship, there’s also a continuous undershore of token gifts, outside the regular flow of gifts, that enables symbolised recognition of obligation in periods between the formal reciprocation; Examples of which are greeting cards or a cup of coffee. (Blehr in Sherry, 1983). This “informal” flow opportune for short term re-affirmation of a social investment with a partner, enabling a donor to evaluate reciprocal intent and permit recipients to demonstrate trustworthiness (Sherry, 1983). Interestingly however, absence of such use, or failure in reciprocating appropriately, evenly result in a persisting gift debt (Smart, 1993), and the relationship becoming assymetrical (Sherry, 1983). Aside, such imbalance does evident the ability for the giver to reap significantly more than what was given, implicating potential for the use of gifts as a business investment (Beltramini, 1992). Nonetheless, the task at hand for the parties involved is thus to reciprocate correctly. For a recipient, a “perfect” gift, meaning the union of the right object with the right person at the right time, is interpreted as delight- or best gift (Mayet & Pine, 2010). Conversely for givers, sacrifice is represented by financial, labour, effort and time sacrifices (Belk, 1996). In line, its exchange context is of equal importance; for example a foot-in-the-door technique (substantial request after prior compliance with a smaller demand) induces greater compliance than a door-in-the-face technique (smaller request after refusal for an extreme favour) that produces more reciprocal compliance (Beltramini, 1992). Also, attention to form is mandatory, or else it results in devaluation of what is gifted; the intention to obligate may fail because of open motivation. Simply, the gift must appear not to be as
such, if it is to have the intended effect (Smart, 1993), since satisfaction measured is proportionate to accuracy with which one gauges the level of the exchange at which one's exchange partner operates. As result, indication of variation in purchase strategies between gift-giving situations is mandatory, since there's a distinct in purchasing gifts for others versus purchasing a product for one's self (Belk, 2001).

Deepening, appropriateness and context of the gift itself, and outing of perceived deliberate versus accidental gift-giving, also affect magnitude of reciprocal response. Because, recipients rather perceive the gift as appropriate and intended for him or her, than largely distributed to a range of recipients, it should hold expressive, personal and subjective value that is indication of relationship depth (Mayet & Pine, 2010). Such value even increases attraction stated to a donor who obliged recipients to return a favour rather than nothing in return (Gergen et al. in Beltramini, 1992). As result, planning of giving and the gift mirroring the occasion has to become rather strategic, with exchanges regulated by obligatory timed ceremonial events and ritualised occasions such as Christmas. While becoming either altruistic to maximize pleasure or agonistic in attempting to maximize personal satisfaction. Implying for both self-purchase and for others, underlying all is a economic notion of value reference and benefit levels (Palazon and Delgado-Ballester,2009), that in Western society today has evolved to adopt material meanings to mentioned occasions such as Christmas (Mayet & Pine,2010). Concluding, overall stability and loyal commitment in interpersonal relationships, even those implicated in capitalist relations of production, is supported by utilization of the idiom explored in this paragraph (ie. vocabulary of gifts purchased, accomplishing above tasks and motivation for long-term social relationships), that is capable of encompassing divergent motivations and forms of exchange (Smart,1993). Effectiveness of this idiom and relationship outcome are adherent to its forms and social etiquette, and through the expectation that the building of such relationship (through tasks, support and exchange) will be treated as the primary objective, not just an incidental expense or inconvenience (Smart,1993).
2.5 Unwrapping the Dichotomy

Quickly recapping, gifts are obligatory transfers of inalienable objects between related and mutually obligated transferors, in our context that obligation is a proportioned purchase (Rus, 2008). However, over the last decades, consumer choice is not merely directed by price and physicals of a product, but more by intangible features that spoil the sharp contrast of a mass-gift and a commodity (Rus, 2008). As mentioned, gift exchange is more than an object, but also, commodity-exchange is no longer sole about factory production as described in paragraph 2.3 but more added value, similar to the symbolic value of a gift. As a consequence, Rus (2008) states that commodities are no longer anonymous, impersonal, alienable items, but branded worth wiles with values added instead (i.e. emotional, symbolic, intellectual and financial). As a result of branding and advertising, its exchange serves broader purpose than sheer practical utility, but now consumption activity carries meaning and symbolic values that construct identity and sense of place in the world (Rus, 2008).

Connecting, all above (intangible) qualities resemble features of the gift. But, businesses are letting consumers think they are switching from commodity-exchange to a gift economy, while creating intangible existence of the producer in buyer’s minds (Rus, 2008). As such, customers can base conjectures about a product on knowledge of a parent brand and its equity (Kim and Sullivan, 1998), resulting in that commodities tend to bear traits of the giver (traditionally considered to be in the domain of gifts), blurring further the drawn line between anonymous commodities and personal gifts. Concluding, as Aaker (1992) describes, higher brand equity results in greater brand loyalty, providing security and predictability for firms while providing quality and trust for a consumer. Evident in all above, a commodity and its marketing have evolved from producing to personal selling in which it is mandatory for a seller to inspire trust and create a loyal relationship with a customer (Rus, 2008). Conversely, gifts have evaluated into fosters for informal relations within or between organizations (Bruhn, 1996) while promoting personal relationship and mutual trust in the long term (Yan as cited by Xu, 2001). Simultaneously however, retailing and its marketing practice has shifted from transaction-oriented mass-market activities and commodity selling to a holistic relationship-oriented marketing concept (Rus, 2008). This concept aims at establishing loyalty retention, creating similar social bonds that characterise
gift-exchange, resulting in mutually profitable long-term relationships with loyal, patronizing customers, cheap for businesses (Kotler and Keller in Rus, 2008). Companies use various strategies to establish such permanent long-term relationships (e.g. loyalty programs, relationship marketing, customer service and direct marketing) (Rus, 2008). Arguably, the direct form of a temporary loyalty marketing campaign, such as stickers, employed by supermarkets in our context, creates impression of personalised promotion materials in a campaigned ecosystem that camouflages true business purposes with service and image, but still have to be proportioned to a purchase (Rus, 2008). Such selling service is often customer service (desks) and employee trustees, in for creating a loyal customer base that demands excellent service while making customers feel like they are taken care of after the act of purchase is over (Christopher in Rus, 2008). Connecting, as Beltramini (1992) stated, tactfully asking customers for future business shortly after providing business gifts seemingly provides recipients a welcome means of restoring equilibrium in the on-going relationship. In line, Bird-David & Darr (2009b) illustrate such tact in mass gifting: In which the commodity is directly picked up with the gift from the shelf and taken to the cashier for purchase, or in which supermarkets mediate in that after purchase consumers are directed to the main service counter to pick up the gift. In food retailer context, often their main service counter is the cashier, while customers are receipted the gift by the cashier directly after the moment of purchase proportionated of the amount. Such effective conversion strategies depend on socially defining transactions in particular – desired manners ie. – as gifts rather than as bribes. That notion is, gift, bribes nor commodities are real entities that can be scrutinized, fitted to formal definition or labelled, but are practical accomplishments; although success in presenting an exchange as the appropriate kind of transaction is not always achieved (Smart, 1993). As such contextual gift promotions are arguably a present exploit of indistinct boundaries between the gift and a (modest) business bribe, since a bribe follows the laws of the gift, despite lack of sanction between either law or morality, as equally suspect with monetary gifts (Van Baal in Sherry, 1983). Modulating Chaudhuri (2008); the conduct of the gift is defined by the object, that in turn is designed to manipulate within boundaries of ethics and law, through donation in a healthy mass-gift giving culture environment (in which the gift is perceived as such). More explicit, it is through these vehicles of conscious gift supply, with encompassed gratitude to a customer and a trusting environment, that the
commodity aspect is unconsciously simultaneously addressed in “bribing”, for obligation of purchase in order to receipt the gift. Concluding, the gift object in turn represents the exploit in consumption-based orientation and trait aspects of living in a Western material world, where status, between overall consumers that attach to worldly possessions, is evaluation (Belk, 1985).

2.6 Rewrapping Gifts as Hybrids

Rewrapping now the mass-gift in context retail management outings, as Bird-David & Darr (2009b) address, consumers are witnesses of an ambiguous retail marketing strategy that is stressing the orthodox distinction we discussed. Like commodities, mass-gifts are ambiguous and infused with internal contradictions. Since, when a gift offer states that 20% of a commodity is extra, or a doll is offered at the cashier after purchasing a promotional product, which is the gift and which is the commodity? Reasoning, forms and meanings of both gift and commodity can change over time, from person to person, regardless of marketing strategy instituting the mass-gifts (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). This interwoven exchange of a “mass-gift-commodity” as “hybrids” is manipulatively strategized, neither to classify as pure gift nor a pure commodity. Ultimately, implemented hybrids in mass-gift environments (e.g. supermarket retailing) mirror a new breed as complex re-confirmation of orthodox exchanges. Similar as gift exchange, hybrid strategy establishes a relational space in which actors negotiate the ambivalence of the symbolic script of the gift, while purposing manipulation for covering practical business objectives (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). However, constraints, tensions, interests and contradictions of marketers, salespeople and consumers are inherent to this hybrid form, which play out on the consumption floor beyond this strategy (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b).

As example in 2.5, Bird-David & Darr (2009b) specify 2 practical forms of mass-gifts; First, one which the gift becomes a legitimate object of calculative utility interest and is offered directly by the product, with instruction to handle it in the same way as a commodity (i.e. pick it up from shelf, place in cart and take it to the cashier). Second, a supermarket is a mediator in that when paying the shopper is to collect earned gifts at a counter through purchasing pre-defined commodities or a pre-defined amount. We argue retailers in our
context use a slight variate of both in that when paying, the shopper is handed over earned gift directly by the mediating cashier after purchasing a pre-defined amount. Evident, retailers using this tool mirror the gift economy objecting a sense of community in an anonymous mass market while creating obligation (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). Conversely, buyers have expectations and reservations towards gifts and reciprocal obligation, which are played out and resolved as part of sales interaction among all parties. Concluding, these behavioural interactions are building blocks of a distinct mass-gift economy which, as in gift exchange, constantly shadows the bribe part of ongoing exchange of commodities in mass consumption settings (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b).

As outings of this shift of focus from product to the relational space created by mass-gifting, receptors have diverse ways of dealing with a gift range from passive acceptance to bargaining and negotiation or outright acceptance refusal (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). Most collect the offered regardless, some take it and throw it away rather than refusing acceptance, making shoppers feel its hybridised presentation is obliging receipt, referencing to cultural gift exchange (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). In line, a gift is given by perceived right, personally by the cashier or can be picked up at a shelf like a commodity as exampled, while the receiver can demand a gift but cannot choose it. Meanwhile, shoppers expect it as their right and demand it as addition to commodity purchase as measure of satisfaction, resulting in behaviour like inspecting- and shopping for it, while attempting transforming and bargaining over them to fit their needs; strategically, manipulatively and self-interested acting in the relational space, aimed at maximizing economic benefit (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b). Bird-David & Darr, (2009b) argue even that if an attractive commodity offer is presented with a gift, consumers reframe and calculate a gift to monetary terms (and proportioned amount seeking maximised economic benefit), and if perceived as not a good deal the gift becomes a commodity in that a shopper can simply decline it. Concluding, within this mass-gift environment outside of the modern capitalist context, shoppers know the mass gift is not really a gift, while trying to manoeuvre between cultural meaning and practical and rational concerns. Thus, they are empowered to openly reject, calculate, resolve contradictions and tensions they experience with gifts in other domains of their lives, something that is not possible with
gifts from relatives; conversely, donors giving the mass gifts as excess of ordinary commodity exchange are obligated to the norm to provide the shopper with the gift they perceive as a basic right (Bird-David & Darr, 2009b).

2.7 Unwrapping Customer Loyalty

In before paragraphs we illustrated the build and process of a social satisfactory gifting relationship. However, for companies the notion of a sole satisfactory transactional relationship does not direct into a buyer’s decision to continue such relationship. Although satisfaction is an important antecedent in social relationships as well as in fostering customer retention, it is no security for purchase or repatronage intent. As in social relationships, also of value for businesses is commitment towards an organisation and a customer’s level of trust, while strategizing for meeting their needs, all in turn may lead to higher levels of proficiency and loyalty while generating financial rewards (van Vuuren et al. 2012). Since, contributing long-established relationships lead to increased use of services and willingness to pay premium prices, while hardening circumstances for competitors to enter a market or increase market share (van Vuuren et al. 2012). Conversely, for customers such relationships minimise risk, simplify choice and provide perceived optimal satisfaction (Gremler & Brown in Bennet et al, 2002), while deriving social benefits that include feelings of familiarity, recognition, friendship and social support (Bennet et al., 2002). So, the sought-after relationship outing for both parties in which trust, satisfaction and commitment are achieved is customer loyalty, as we briefly decompose, although a universal definition seems absent. Store loyalty for instance includes attitudes, purchase intentions and actual purchasing behaviour (Anic, 2006). Yet, brand loyalty is a biased response, expressed over time, by some decision-making unit, with respect to alternatives out of a set of such brands, as functioning of psychological processes (Jacoby & Chestnut, 1978). Intertwining, attitudinal loyalty is an attitude towards a brand, product or store (Jacoby & Chestnut, 1978) while behavioural loyalty conversely reflects to behaviour; past patronage in the identical store and the possibility of future repatronage (Ehrenberg in Yavas, 2009). Per contra, Uncles et al. (2003) argued 3 conceptualizations of loyalty exist; loyalty as attitude leading to relationship; loyalty in terms of revealed behaviour and buying moderated by
characteristics and purchase situation of a consumer. Oliver (1997) combines all 3 aspects; loyalty is a deeply held commitment to re-buy or re-patronize a preferred product consistently in the future, causing repetitive purchase, despite situational influences and marketing efforts with the potential to cause switching behaviour. His suggestion deepens with a 4-stage model (e.g. cognitive, affective, conative and action) still functioning as an empirically relevant loyalty model today (Oliver, 1997). Specifying, cognitive loyalty is persevered by offer information directed at costs and benefits. Expectancy confirmation in turn leads to creation of favourable attitude and satisfaction, in turn effectuating affective loyalty (Blut et al, 2007).

Consumer satisfaction here is enhancement of overall quality of life by meeting of consumer needs, obtaining profits in return (Yi, 1990). In turn, more substantial than affective loyalty is conative loyalty, accompanying desire to intend action (Blut et al, 2007). As Oliver (1997) argues, product loyalty in conative phase features consumer willingness to recommend a store, positive word-of-mouth and intention to repeat patronage. Consequently, positive purchase intentions can lead to habitual behaviour, in where the 3 previous loyalty states may result in readiness to act, combined with willingness to search (Blut et al, 2007). However, Reichheld (2003) shows it being the willingness of a customer to make an investment, or personal sacrifice, in order to strengthen a relationship. In this regard, if an object (gift or product in our research) meets customer’s expectations, a form of attitudinal loyalty is shaped that leads to behavioural loyalty and ultimately to (re)purchase intentions. According to Hellier et al. (2003) loyalty measured by repeat patronage intention is a widely used construct in measuring customer loyalty. Interestingly, Hayes (2013) most recently discussed that while organizations view customer loyalty as a single item of measure, instead a multifaceted method with three types of loyalty is needed to provide a true picture of its propensity. To sum; retention loyalty measures a customer’s likeliness to stay with the same supplier, advocacy loyalty measures willingness to recommend to others while purchase loyalty measures a customer’s willingness to buy (more) (Hayes, 2013). In a nutshell and templating for our context, retailers seek affecting conative loyalty in purchase intention (hoping for increased considerations, willingness and likelihood of investing money in a product) as well as repatronage intention (hoping for increasing share of purchases, likelihood of renewal and word-of-mouth recommendations).
3.1 Hypothesis

Loyalty Classifications

Lobb et al. in Dark & Chung (2005) suggests that consumers often view free gift offer frames as highly valuable. Reflection of Chapter 2 educates that gifting creates asymmetry in relationship, indebts the receiver, in turn obligating to reciprocate in the future (Mauss in Rus, 2008), in turn an important determinant of satisfaction (Poe, 1977) influencing commitment (Walter et al, 2000). To decompose, a positive debt for the supermarket by giving a free gift here in debts a customer with obligation to balance reciprocally. In turn, as free gift offer frames are perceived highly valuable, thus is the (then assymetrical) relationship value, being satisfactory for loyalty commitment. First off, as abstracted in paragraph 2.7, we select two comprehensive key loyalty antecedents, purchase- and repatronage intention, as experiment dependent variable response classifications.

Main Experiments

To base our context, Dark & Chung (2005) showed that discount frames without any quality insurance can undermine deal value, contrasting free gifts communicated greater deal value. With this background, and the notion that satisfaction is derivative of loyalty, our main experiment is \( (H1a+b \text{ and } H2a+b) \) to examine the effects of offer-type frames on pre-consumption loyalty intentions. As used by Darke & Chung (2005), we select three conditions: 1) offer without promotional claims b) offer with a discount (price promotion) and c) offer with a mass-gift commodity (gift promotion), enabling ability to compare by manipulation of offer-type
framing. Stemming from the former, we suggest that gift offer framings positively affect both loyalty intentions contrasting to both other offer-type frames, therefore we hypothesize for Purchase Intentions:

- **H1a**: A free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, affect customer loyalty responses, has a higher positive significant impact on **Purchase Intentions** than on an offer frame without promotional claims.

- **H1b**: A free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, affect customer loyalty responses, has a higher positive significant impact on **Purchase Intentions** than on an offer frame with a discount.

And for Repatronage Intentions:

- **H1b**: A free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, affect customer loyalty responses, has a higher positive significant impact on **Repatronage Intentions** than on an offer frame without promotional claims.

- **H2b**: A free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, affect customer loyalty responses, has a higher positive significant impact on **Repatronage Intentions** than on an offer frame with a discount.

**Product Category Pairing Moderation**

Continuing, there is absence of requirement for a gift attribute nor the product it is framed with, to be of any identical product category (d' Astous & Jacob, 2002). Yet, as Chandon et al. (1999) show, non-monetary promos are more effective for hedonic products than for utilitarian, conversely monetary forms are more effective for utilitarian products than for hedonic ones. To deepen, consumers find it more difficult to justify spending money on hedonic luxuries for themselves and therefore have a stronger need for and are more sensitive to promotions (Zheng & Kivetz, 2009). Resulting, with this background, we examine (**H3a** and **H3b**) the role commodity category-type framing plays in increasing or limiting effects of gift offer framing on pre-
consumption loyalty intentions. Stemming from the above, we suggest that within the framed gift offer condition, framed commodity category has a positive significant increase on the effect on both loyalty intentions. Therefore, we hypothesize for product category pairing:

- **H3a**: Product Category Pairing has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on **Purchase Intentions**.

- **H3b**: Product Category Pairing has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on **Repatronage Intentions**.

**Attribute Value Communication Moderation**

With a free-gift offer framing, consumers base quality judgements on the full price of the commodity without accounting for the value of the attributed gift, maintaining perceptions of quality and leading to higher perceptions of deal value (Darke & Chung, 2005). Contrasting, Reghubir in Darke & Chung (2005) argue that consumers underestimate true value of a gift when not explicitly stated, limiting overall value of the offer, thus importance to provide for a desirable free gift with value of the gift in the ad stated. Yet, when campaign objective is to trigger consumer appreciation, a gift should be direct, with minimum quantity to purchase and no value mention (d’Astous & Jacob, 2002). With background above, and appreciation as derivative of satisfaction, we examine (H4a and H4b) the role stated true gift attribute value information framing plays in inference effects of gifts on loyalty intentions. Stemming, we suggest that with a free-gift offer, framing stated true attribute value information has positive significant moderation on the effect on loyalty intentions.

Therefore, we hypothesize the following for attribute value information:

- **H4a**: Attribute Value Communication has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on **Purchase Intentions**.

- **H4b**: Attribute Value Communication has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on **Repatronage Intentions**.
Attribute Brand Selection Moderation

Connecting, negative price-quality inferences are most likely to occur when a framed brand name or seller are not well-known (Rao & Monroe in Darke & Chung, 2005), or when intrinsic cues for product quality are ambiguous or unavailable (Jacoby et al. in Darke & Chung, 2005). Also, generics danger in reducing recognisability and price perception, conversely brands tend to reduce risks in product quality and increases recognisability (Pruppers, 2008). We examine (H5a and H5b) the role of brand of a gift attribute framing in increasing or limiting effects of gifts on loyalty intentions. Stemming, assuming that within the gift-offer framings, those with a branded premium attribute have a positive significant increase on the effect on both intentions. Therefore, hypothesizing for attribute brand selection:

- **H5a**: Attribute Brand Selection has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on Purchase Intentions.

- **H5b**: Attribute Brand Selection has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on Repatronage Intentions.

Also, we examine for combining the H4 and H5 moderations, hypothesising for interaction:

- **H5c**: Combined Attribute Value Communication and Brand Selection has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on Purchase Intentions.

- **H5d**: Combined Attribute Value Communication and Brand Selection has a positive significant moderating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on Repatronage Intentions.
Attitude and Personality Trait Mediation

Lastly, since Chapter 2 already educated in gift relationship constructs, without further explanation we found the social halo around this phenomenon inhibiting key antecedent attitudes; commitment trustworthiness, value satisfaction, appreciation and appeal amongst others. Furthermore, another area recalled from Chapter 2 and thus of interest for gift giving were materialism traits, that Belk (1985) aspects as possessiveness, non-generosity and envy. Stemming, we can assume that within the gift-offer framings, all attitude and traits have positive significant increase on the effect on both intentions, we hypothesize:

- **H6a**: Overall Relationship-worthiness of the retailer has a positive significant mediating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on *Purchase Intentions and Repatronage Intentions*.

- **H6b**: Overall Value Satisfaction has a positive significant mediating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on *Purchase Intentions and Repatronage Intentions*.

- **H6c**: Overall appreciation of promotional deals has a positive significant mediating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on *Purchase Intentions and Repatronage Intentions*.

- **H6d**: Overall Appeal of the Ad has a positive significant mediating impact on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on *Purchase Intentions and Repatronage Intentions*.

- **H6e**: Overall Possessiveness has a positive significant moderating role on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on *Purchase Intentions and Repatronage Intentions*.

- **H6f**: Overall Non-generosity has a positive significant moderating role on the effect of a free-gift type offer frame, in which a commodity purchase is directly attributed by a free non-price promotional mass-gift, on *Purchase Intentions and Repatronage Intentions*. 
3.2 Hypothesized Conceptual Framework

With notation that all above variables will be due for discussion in upcoming Chapter 5, we illustrate our conceptual framework as follows (sideways for convenience purposes):
4.1 Experiment Design

In order to examine effects of mass-gift-commodity hybrid framings on loyalty intentions, while testing for validity of the set of hypothesis proposed, we conduct an online experiment. This try out, with consumers from ages 18 and up, alternates for what would be the ideal offline setting with tangibles, which was not possible here due to time- and budget limitations. Participants are projected a set of ad copies with actual visual of 1 of either products in neutral ambiance (bested with a (discount) price/gift value information and (un) branded gift framing). In depth, in self-designing the visualisations of the framings, that by its very nature lends for unlimited creativity, customization and thus manipulation, enables self-detailing of our concept into a reality duplicate pivotal in our study. To be able to harvest of data out of these visuals, we portray and accompany it within a custom-made online questionnaire. In doing so, it enables (to some extent) duplication of randomness, one-on-one privacy of the offline setting, through use of a pc.

Aimed at a useful data-laden database we select Qualtrics as our online distributor, by its ability to randomize (to avoid selection bias), assign surveys, customize ambiance (on which we elaborate upcoming) utilize internet potential and mobile compatibility (half of all Dutch consumers own a smartphone) (GFK Tele-Retail Report, 2012). To elongate on analysis of our survey landscape, obviously trending is obsolescence, with over 50% of the population between ages 40-80 (CBS-Statline). Therefore, a youth-centric only approach would result a missed opportunity in validity. Ergo, in line with the concept of “age neutrality” by Stroud (2005) we create an “access friendly” ambiance accounting for physical condition and skillset of both the young and the
old. Since our focus in our survey is to experiment our concept through visual Q and A, we skeleton scenario frames of which our ads are a direct representation (clarified in paragraph 4.3). As a result, a set of 12 scenario frames (e.g., 6 hedonic – 6 utilitarian) represent the offer-type framings (e.g., 2 without promo claim, 2 discount and 8 gift offerings), while 4 out of 8 of the gift offers respectively are attributed with a branded gift (conversely others a generic), with similar procedure for framing gift value information A tabled experiment clarification in text, including appendix reference, is situated below: (Note: an important supplementary scenario and conceptual framework intertwined visualisation is featured in Appendix II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment Scenario Conditions</th>
<th>Offer-Frame</th>
<th>Commodity Category</th>
<th>Mass-Gift Value Info</th>
<th>Brand Mass-Gift</th>
<th>Ad In Appendix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No Promo</td>
<td>Hedonic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No Promo</td>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Discount</td>
<td>Hedonic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Discount</td>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Hedonic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Branded</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Branded</td>
<td>VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Hedonic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Hedonic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Branded</td>
<td>XI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Branded</td>
<td>XII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Hedonic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>XIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mass-Gift</td>
<td>Utilitarian</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>XIV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Procedural Execution

To note, contents and aim of our research or scenario assigned was in no way ventilated to suspects up front to avoid bias, preconceived answers or incompletes. While our survey method compromises in supervision, we aimed at keeping respondent-interaction to a strict minimum; all interaction with potential respondents separate, private and converged on individual, voluntary participation, while monitoring for repeat participants through Qualtrics’ IP-scan feature. As eventual execution through basic e-mail, all respondents are asked friendly 5-10 minutes of their time, being simultaneously provided a hyperlink transferring to a
location that features a randomly assigned questionnaire (a duplicate of our e-mail in English/Dutch is located in Appendix XVa+b respectively), featuring a participants’ consent (a duplicate in English/Dutch is located in Appendix XVlc+d), where after the questionnaire funnel starts first with demographics (and ends with demographics). Next up, as Pruppers’ (2008) model of Hierarchy of Advertising Effects argues, a consumer buyer goes through 5 steps (e.g. Awareness > Knowledge > Liking > Preference > Conviction) before actual purchase. Added, Lutz (1985) shows that impact of attitude towards an ad is largest directly after perceiving it. With this background, in turn, a large visual of a randomly assigned frame representation is projected, for a mandatory evaluation minimum of 10 seconds first, before continuation, where after the block with the questions of special interest is directly projected. Last, in addition, a miniature version of the assigned outing is repeated throughout the entire special interest module sequence.

4. 3 Advertisement Framing

Characterising these visuals is the notion of aiming a professional image with “print-media” aura that simulates the cognitive feel of such visuals used in advanced retailing. Plus, oozing the recognisability and reliability of a common circulatory supermarket “discount” media-outing. Explicit, our ads need to look equal in essence; layout persuasiveness, appeal, affective focus, design and colouring. At present, Albert Heijn (Ahold) is the largest, most dense, most history-rich and most recognisable supermarket chain in our country context. Their extensive “discount” magazine (e.g.”Bonus”) is weekly circulated nation-wide, sporting a consistent, patented design. We benefit in leverage for existing brand equity and awareness, by advantaging customer acquaintance to this design “feel”, while creating an everyday “fit” with our stimuli. Deeper, benefit of its framing emphasises the essence of our scenarios (and thus our experiment), while increasing processability and simplicity for respondents to explore the ad. Ambivalently, full uniform duplication might blur up-front response in (negative or positive) brand associations and emotions towards AH that jeopardize info absorption. Also, invigorating a uniquely patented design might intervene overall practicability of our experiment findings and our goal is sole to simulate a rationally advanced-retail ambiance. To strike the golden mean, we duplicate AH’s “Bonus” design, correcting for, and sans brand recognisable features such as
logo and trademark colouring. To distinct for our conditional frames, we add a custom instructive (discount) sticker design (as used in advanced retailing) and real-life generic and branded gift objects (clarified in 4.6) to the basic design respectively. Lastly, as Pruppers (2008) argues, rational appeals are most effective for our context, since our respondents’ willingness to buy is highest when participation is voluntarily. Stemming, our conative-oriented approach lines with Pruppers’ (2008) Hierarchy of Advertising Effects model, best for facilitating individuals’ intentions. All framed ad visuals are featured in Appendices III through XIV.

4.4 Commodity Framing

Our experiment, and thus our ad, regresses a need for selecting adequate commodity category stimuli. In so we select 2 Mass Fast Moving Consumer Goods clearly distinct of nature for proper moderation (e.g., Hedonic (A) and Utilitarian (B)). Hirschman and Holbrook (1982) argued that hedonic products provide experimental consumption and fun, contrasting, utilitarian products are cognitively driven and accomplishing functional and instrumental tasks (Strahelevitz & Myers, 1998). Conforming to Dhar & Werttenbroch (2000), we select either being superior in one end of the utilitarian or the hedonic dimension respectively. Aimed at avoiding brand or generic attitudes, use of entirely non-branded generic stimuli was examined. However, FMCG preferences basis on emotions, accompanied low levels of involvement (Solomon, 2004). Also, the danger in generics is reducing recognisability and price perception, contrasting a branded stimuli reducing risks in product decisions and increases recognisability (Pruppers, 2008). With this background, conform Dhar & Werttenbroch (2000), we select a shampoo as utilitarian product frame, stimuli A is a 1L. bulk bottle of Head & Shoulders Classic Clean Unisex Shampoo (Appendix Ia), grossing in the price range of in between 6.50 to 7.50 euro’s; inhibiting purely utilitarian attributes. More explicitly, it is of a mature, international A-brand operating under the Proctor and Gamble umbrella, synonymous for quality in personal care while having mass appeal and being of mass production- and availability around the globe. A similar reasoning process for recognisability was used for our hedonic framing. Crowley (1992) and Dhar & Wechenbroch (2000) showed chocolate candy bars were almost superior in hedonic attributes on their product map. In line, we select a M&M Peanut flavoured bulk bag of chocolates weighing 1 kilogram (as 1KG equals 1L.), equally grossing in
the price range of 6.50 to 7.50 euro’s, as our hedonic stimuli (Appendix 1a). This A-branded commodity, operating under the international MARS umbrella has similar mass appeal, production and availability, being synonymous for pleasure full, quality chocolates. To conclude, we vigorously explored reliability of selected commodities being subject to promotional activity. Examination of on- and offline media on a systematic basis for several months before the experiment, found both selections are regularly subjected to such activity.

4.5 Price and Value Framing
Darke & Chung (2005) showed price discounts as common form employed while Urbany in Darke & Chung (2005) found discounts to have positive framing effects on price perceptions and deal value. To continue and in line with, we select a discount (50%) as it is a threshold tool used in and for the mass, integrated in Dutch retailing. Notably, we aim at easy process ability without intense calculation needed in the narrow time-slot of reading, thought and decision-making. Adopted commodities grossed in between the price-range of 6.50 euro’s - 7.50 euro’s, a zone carefully selected on its ability to duplicate a reasonable, easily process able offer (e.g. 7.00 euro’s consensus). Resulting, the discounted offer values 3.50 euro’s, with both these benchmarks, a simultaneous interlude for a credible premium selection is set equal to a monetary of 3.50 euro’s. This value is conform Beltramini’s definition of a business gift, being between $5 and $25 of value (Beltramini, 1992)

4.6 Mass-Gift Framing
In manipulating and framing the brand name of the gift attribute, we regress the need of selecting 4 objects of identical pricing (e.g. 3,50 euro’s), avoiding possible monetary gains between conditions. Simonson et al.(1994) showed that consumer preference decreased with unattractive gift frames, because consumers thought they were paying extra for an unwanted gift attribute. Also precoding, d’Astous & Jacob (2002), according to some authors (Hiam,2000; Rossiter & Percy, 1997), one fundamental element is “integration” of a gift attribute with a brand’s positioning. Aaker & Keller (1990) also discuss this “fit” between 2 product classes in relation to a brand extension. Last, d’Astous & Landrevill (2003) argue that attractiveness of a premium positively impacts appreciation of an offer frame; conversely, this offer with an unattractive
premium was evenly positively evaluated, while being perceived as less manipulative if a good fit to the product. With this background, our procedure pursues for a “fitted integration” with our (branded) stimuli and visual, on par with past promotional framings. Otherwise, a possibility of creating an implausible offer, in which memorisation and information procession is jeopardized, in turn lead to incompetes and early drop outs. To continue, in order to manipulate for brand name of the free gift attribute, Raghubir (2004) offered either a unbranded keychain or a branded “cross-pen” keychain. To deepen, exploration of reality educated that MARS uses a wide array of promotional framings for M&M’s containing mass-gift attributes (e.g. cinema tickets, soccer balls and hats) practical of nature. Similar procedure for Head & Shoulders found that its outings overall were delayed gift attributes of experiential nature (e.g. day-out-activity offers), delayed free premiums (samples or refund offers) or sporadically direct premiums (extra product free). Their “health” positioning of the brand and its premiums hampers our selection process in an equally comparable “fitted” representation that contrasts the hedonic framing, while matching the invigorated context of hybridization. Conversely, we balanced importance in avoiding difference in visual appeal (e.g. practical use, fabric and object size). All even in line with Raghubir (2004), we select 2 plastic key chains equal of size representing our branded mass-stimuli framing (e.g. a Head & Shoulders miniature replica, a green M&M figure (both features in Appendix 1b)). Similar and comparable key chains by competitors converted estimates (i.e. on E-bay, Amazon and the M&M’s World online) that represent the monetary value of 3,50 euro’s mandatory for the experiment. A similar procedure of key chains for our unbranded attribute stimuli, with both brand image focus taken into account, resulted in 2 colour-customizable (for matching the branded key chains) blank Rubik’s cubes of 3,50 euro’s, as at selected online stores Cube4You and Puzzleproz.
5.1 Introduction

All valid and reliable assessed scales employed in this study are either duplicated or adapted from existing scales out of the Marketing Scales Handbook Volume IV by Brüner (2009) and The Handbook of Marketing Scales by Bearden et al. (2011) to suit the present context, therefore all separate scholars upcoming will not be referenced. All scale constructs and question numbers, listed in questionnaire sequence in Appendix XVII (question numbers are directly mentioned in upcoming headlines for convenience), were measured using 5, 7 multiple item-scales or 7-point semantics.

5.2 Independent Variables

The independent variables in our study is the distinct in type of offer framings (no promo, discount and free gift) provided to consumers in a retailing setting as it constitutes the manipulative construct in the experiment.

5.3 Demographic Variables (Q1-4, Q23-26)

Our entire measurement construct uses the “funnel” approach, with our first question module starting off with broad general interest, questions that create involvement. We selected surveying respondents for respectively gender, age, nationality and marital status, in the first question block as well as city of residence, education level, number of family members in household and household income in the final block.
5.4 Dependent Variables

*Purchase Intentions (Q5, Q6,Q7)*

We aimed at two scales that covered as many aspects of loyalty as possible in one scale, ranging from consumer willingness to recommend a store, positive word-of-mouth and intention to repeat patronage amongst others. Therefore, for purchase intentions we select a 5 item 7-point Likert scale (α = .92, while unidimensional valid), referred to as *purchase intentions or willingness to buy*; measuring consumer likelihood of buying a product he or she is knowledgeable of by Grewal et al. (1998).

*Repatronage Intentions (Q8)*

Intended for assessing likelihood of continuing to use an object, patronaging and repatronaging it, we select a development by Bolton, Kinnan and Bramlett (2000). Being measured by 3 items all ranging from “very unlikely” to “very likely”, (α = .69).

5.5 Manipulation Check (Q9)

Assessing the likelihood of our respondent’s perceiving product features as intended, we insert a manipulation check measuring for hedonic and utilitarian consumer attitudes. We select 1 out of 12 composed scales by Spangenberg et al (1997), with a 7-point semantic differential scaling fun/functional (full scale had a reliability α of .91, with average variance of .47)

5.6 Control Variables (Q10 – 12, Q7)

Assessing likelihood of respondent’s past experience with our particular product, we control for this effect by inserting a variable for product specific purchase frequency. This scale measures 3 7-point items, developed by Dahl et al. (2001) (reliability α of .80, with unidimensionality per factor analysis). Also, Dellaert et al (1998) argue consumers prefer combining purchase of multiple products in 1 trip to reduce overall travel costs. For instance in agricultural context, Eastwood in Francis et al. (2007) assess customer’s willingness to travel to farmers markets increase with number of visits to on-farm outlets. We aim at controlling for such effects with
a one-item assessing the willingness to travel distance in metres from 0 to 5000 on a 7-point Likert.

5.7 Attitudinal Variables

Overall Relationship-worthiness of the Retailer (Q13)

First, focussing on the perceived friendliness of a (service) provider by a client, we adapt 7-point item Friendliness of the Retailer, by selecting a single scale item out of by Price and Arnould (1999) (full scale had a reliability $\alpha$ of .85, with unidimensionality). Second, Overall Investment assesses the degree to which a customer perceives our "store" makes serious efforts to strengthen and improve relationship with its customers. We select a 7-point one-item scale out of the one-dimensional and discriminant valid scale by De Wolf et al (2001) (full scale reliability $\alpha$ = .92 for food stores). Thirdly, we measure investment made by a retailer in its relationship with customers, emphasising customers’ belief that he provides something extra in exchange for their loyalty in Relationship Investment. This one-selection of the 3 7-point items by De Wolf et al (2001) (reliability $\alpha$ for food stores of .87, unidimensional valid).

Fourthly, we assess the degree to which a customer feels he/she has a good relationship with a retailer and is thus satisfied Relationship Satisfaction. This one-selection of the 3 7-point items by De Wolf et al (2001) (reliability $\alpha$ for food stores of .76, unidimensional). Fifthly, since trust is a key component in (corporate) relationships, we assess a customers’ belief in a retailer’s reliability and integrity with Trustworthiness of the Retailer, a one-selection of the 3 7-point items by De Wulf et al (2001) (reliability $\alpha$ for food stores of .83, unidimensional). Sixthly, we select one item of Commercial friendship perception by Price and Arnould (1999) intended at measuring the extent to which a client in a professional relationship considers the provider to be a friend (full scale reliability $\alpha$ of .94). Lastly, we assess customer’s desire to continue a retailer relationship and willingness to sustain the relationship over time as one-item out of the items for commitment to retailer by De Wulf et al. (2001) (full scale had a composite for Dutch food stores with reliability $\alpha$ of .75 and unidimensional).
Overall Value Satisfaction (Q14-Q19)

For assessing a customer’s attitude about the pricing of a product offering in a store we select *attitude towards product price* by Manning et al. (1998), featuring 3 7-point semantic differentials (α of .93, no reported validity). Second, we assess a 4 item, 7-point Likert as *Value (Economic)* for utility derived perceived economic value of a product during the decision process by Sweeney and Soutar (2001) (α of .91 and undimensional reliability). Thirdly, in assessing general attitude about a specific sales promotion device a consumer is a familiar with, we use *overall attitude toward the sales promotion*, a 3-item scale by Chandon et al. (2000) (α of .83, no validity reported). To conclude, a consumers’ opinion of how good a deal is for our product at our price, we use *Offer Value*, a 6-item scale by Grewal et al. (2000) (α of .90, unidimensional reliable).

Overall appeal of the ad (Q20)

In assessing respondents’ attitude toward advertisements, we insert the 5 item 7-point scale by Lee and Mason (1999), of *overall attitude towards the ad* (reliability α of .91, no reported validity).

5.8 Personality Trait Variables

Overall appreciation of promotional deals(Q21)

Assessing consumers’ enjoyment of sales promotional deals and tendency to buy products associated with such offers in general (general deal proneness), we insert an 8-item scale by Lichtenstein et al. (1995), as *involvement in sales promotional deals* (full scale reliability α of .91 and undimensional).

Materialism (overall possessiveness/overall non-generosity) (Q22)

Assessing consumers’ personality trait for materialism, we adapt a scale by Belk (1984) with 3 subtraits of materialism: envy, possessiveness & non-generosity. We select 9 5-point Likert items important for our context (α = 0.68, .82 and 0.80 for the 3 subtraits).
6.1 Data Collection

An online questionnaire total of 315 consumers of various ages were asked their participation, of which 291 responded. After boxplots and univariate outlier analyses, we found no scores being beyond a z-score of 3.29, so no outliers could be detected. We did accept questionnaires that were incomplete, resulting in deletion, which was bounded by either a blank to only demographics; all cases containing special interest data were considered valuable and thus kept with missing values. After deletion of 34 incomplete questionnaires our final database consisted of 257 usable cases setting our total rate of completion at 89%, completing our objective in harvesting 20-30 respondents per scenario for a moderately representative sample.

6.2 Sample description

All 257 respondents were adult consumers, of Dutch nationality, of which 50% is living in Alphen aan den Rijn, and both 10% in either Amsterdam or Rotterdam. As aimed, they were more or less equally split on gender (men/42,4% and women/57,6%) while age varied between 18 to 70 or older with mean of 42.3. To continue 62,6% of the respondents were married individuals, with 26,1% being single, while 40,5% of the participating households consist of 2 individuals. Most respondents were highly educated; 56,8% a University degree, 37,7% a College degree while 39,7% of them having a household income of over €40,000. In comparison with Dutch census data, participants were more educated and had a higher income than average.
6.3 Reliability and Item Reduction

Validity measurements were already performed by cited research. After coding to solo items, we subjected our two dependent variables for reliability analysis. Cronbach’s alpha estimates equal to .853 for purchase intentions, while deletion of the buying consideration item would result in an estimate of .886. However, since this item is a derivate loading high on price, which tend to influence high overall, we decided not to delete the item. Cronbach’s alpha estimates equal to .903 for repatronage intentions, being the highest possible estimation. Both values are well above the limit of .700 and are very close nearing 1, resulting in that both of our dependent variable measures are of extremely high reliability as our descriptors for loyalty intent.

Then, all attitudinals were subjected to factor- and principal components analyses with use of Varimax rotation, aimed at purposing item reduction. We procedure with the first subject as an example (featured under E in Appendix XVIII), while the rest is written out. We start with the subject for attitudes related towards value/offer/pricing. After the possible highest (α=.963), scale reliability and scree plot analysis emerges in 2 factors EV>1 [EigenValue 10.46, 1,502 ; explaining for 65,4% and 9,39% of the variance; Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) estimate = .938 and Bartlett’s Test as significant (0.00)]. In turn, after Varimax, the rotated component analysis shows all but one loading high on the first factor, while only one barely on the second. Since both items are very similar (bad/good vs. favourable/unfavourable) we select only the first component (“Pricing of this product is bad/good”) for our analysis, we interpret as “overall value satisfaction”.

Next up, for attitudes towards the promotional deal we found that Cronbach α estimates when the 5th item was to be deleted (I’m usually not motivated to respond to promotional deals on products), would up from .836 to .917, therefore we terminate this item. Analysis found 1 factor as principle component (“I enjoy a brand that is on deal”) as representative (KMO .885; Bartlett’s significant (0.00); eigenvalue of 4.67, 67,1% of the variance], interpreted as “overall appreciation of promotional deals”. Lastly for attitude towards the ad, we found that α estimates when the first item (I dislike the ad) was deleted the estimate upped (.783 instead of .072), again deleting this item. Now, one principle factor (“This ad is appealing to me”) was representative [75% of
the variance, EV=2.98, KMO = .765 and Bartlett’s significant (0.00), we will interpret as “overall appeal of the ad”. Next up, for attitude towards retailer relationship, which are technically 7 one-item scales, we aimed a possibility in working with like a one multi-item scale and found that, after the possible highest (α=.913), we could extract 1 factor being principle (“The retailer that is having this offer gives me a trustworthy impression”) with eigenvalue 4.6 (eigenvalue >1), explaining for 66 per cent of total variance. The acceptable Kaiser- Meyer- Olkin (KMO) estimate was equal to .891, with Bartlett’s Test significant (0.00), therefore fully representative. As a result we interpret this factor as “overall relationship-worthiness of the retailer”.

To conclude with our personality trait, materialism, factor analysis with Varimax, 3 factors of the 9 selected had an eigenvalue >1, with 5 items loading high on the first factor (“I tend to hang on to things I should probably throw out”) and 4 loading high on the second (“I get very upset if something is stolen from me, even if it has little monetary value”)[KMO .638, Bartlett’s significant (0.00), EV= 2.26 and 1.31 respectively, counting for 24.7% and 14.78% of the variance respectively]. We interpret the first measure as “overall possessiveness” and the second as “overall non-generosity”, analysing both as distinct possible mediators.

6.4 Objective Descriptors

All promotional offers were coded using objective descriptors: gift promo (1) versus price promo (2) versus non-promo (3); promotion (1) versus non-promotion (0); gift (1) versus no promotion (0) and gift (1) versus discount (0) in order to be able to compare conditions. Similarly, for category in hedonic (1) or utilitarian (0); value info (1) yes or no (0) and brand of premium in branded (1) and generic (0).

6.5 Manipulation Check

In verifying if participants correctly ID prod. category shown we had included control Q9. Analysis found the vast majority correctly identifying the one conditioned [hedonic = 70%; utilitarian=78%, X^2(2)=11.48, p<0.005].
6.6 Controlling for Bias Effects

Our experiment subjects specific products, therefore we decided assessing for possible consumer product experiences with purchasing these specifically, that could lead to different results and conclusions. Ruling out the possibility of such a “product experience effect”, we did include 3 control survey questions (i.e. 10; 11; 12) assessing for “(product specific) purchase frequency” measures. However, ANOVA analysis found all item p-values (.692; .750; .393) as insignificant (p<.05). In general, no significant difference across purchase frequency is tested, so here, experiences with the product do not make a difference for our offer-types experimented. An additional attempt in controlling for possible “combined purchase for multiple products to reduce overall travel costs” effects, we included 1 survey question assessing “willingness to travel” distance measured in kilometres. ANOVA found the item value (.291) as insignificant (p<.05), resulting in no significant difference for willingness to travel, implicating that such experiences do not make a difference in our experiment.

6.7 Hypothesized Effects

A selection of output outings with highlighted estimates of significance to reporting our results and demonstrating methodology used in paragraphs A, B, C and D are featured in Appendix XVIII.

A. Main Effects

Purchase Intentions

In order to test for hypothesized main effects in comparing groups we performed One-Way ANOVA statistical tests. To start, in our first 2 hypotheses (H1a+b), all offer frames combined represent the Indep. Variable, regressed by purchase intentions. Estimates show that both the intentions of the discounted offer group as well as the offer frame without promotional claims were higher than the gift offer group. More concrete, One-Way ANOVA analysis before and after post-hoc estimated following group means: [M_{nopromo} = 3,00 vs. M_{gift} = 2,703]; [M_{price} = 3,1805 vs. M_{gift} = 2,703]; and [M_{price} = 3,1805 vs. M_{nopromo} = 3,00], while our ANOVA estimates show the differences to be significant at α=.05 (p = .047). Stemming from the above and interpreting the means plot; since the group purchase intentions for no promo (M_{nopromo}=3,00) and discounts
(M_{price} = 3.18) are higher than for gift promotion (M_{gift} = 2.70), the gift offer does not have a higher positive significant effect on purchase intentions compared to the control offer and the price promotional offer. Therefore significantly rejecting both H1a and H1b with [F(2, 252) = 2.589; p = 0.47].

Repatronage Intentions

The same procedure used for repatronage intentions found statistical significance at α=.05 (p = .049), although it is near insignificance. Comparing the means gave similar, but less distinct, results in that both the no promo as well as the discount offer framings had higher intent for repatronage than the gift offer group. Explicit:

[M_{nopromo} = 2.03 vs. M_{gift} = 1.83]; [M_{price} = 2.087 vs. M_{gift} = 1.83]; and [M_{price} = 2.087 vs. M_{nopromo} = 2.03].

Similarly as above, we also significantly reject both hypothesis H2a and H2b with [F(2, 253) = 1.771; p = .049].

Concluding, both estimates and inferences positively cement our experiment as a valid representation of practice, since we show price promos to be highest in effectiveness compared to other offer types, as is robustly established by much economic literature on the topic.

B. Moderating Indirect Effects by Product Category Pairing

Continuing to test for H3a and H3b we conduct a 2x3 factorial designed GLM UNIANOVA computed regressing for category pairing distinction. First, partial eta squared estimates for type offer (.019), category (.011) and interaction (.003) found the latter 2 effects medium in size (0.02 < 0.13), while the first is large in size (>0.13). In turn, examination of F ratios at α=0.5 indicated no statistically significant main effects for offer type [F(2, 249)=2.373, p=.095], category distinct [F(1.249)=2.739, p=0.99], nor for interaction of category distinction by offer type [F(2.249)=331, p=.718] already suggesting no moderation present. Further, group mean estimate comparison within the type-offers found: [M_{giftutil} = 2.45 vs. M_{gifthedon} = 2.9738]; [M_{priceutil} = 3.00 vs. M_{pricehedon} = 3.36]; and [M_{nopromoutil} = 2.9111 vs. M_{nopromohedon} = 3.076]. These show affecting variance of the hedonic category as superior to the utilitarian product values at α level within the indep. t-test, with Levene's Test estimation as significant (p=.048). As final step, examination of the interaction plot to cell means showed the slope of lines not crossing and relatively parallel, signifying the absence of moderation with enough
statistical power. As result, no follow up simple effects analysis is mandatory. Abstracting, while use of the hedonic category with a type offer is superior in significant effectiveness towards purchase intentions, the distinct in product category itself is no positive significant moderator in the main effect wherefore we can significantly reject hypothesis H3a.

Continuing, for testing H3b partial eta squared showed for type offer (.013), category distinct (.009) and interaction (.001) that all effects medium in size (0.02 < 0.13). In turn, F ratio results indicate no statistical powered main effect for offer type [F(2,250)=1.609, p=.202], category H_U [F(1,250)=2.739, p=.099], nor for interaction [F(2,250)=.137, p=.872], again suggesting absence of moderation. Next, mean estimate comparison found: [M_giftutil = 1.74 vs. M_gifthedon = 1.91]; [M_priceutil = 2.00 vs. M_pricehedon = 2.16]; and [M_nopromoutil = 1.85 vs. M_nopromohedon = 2.19]. These similarly show affecting variance of hedonics as superior to functional products, however here Levene’s Test in the t-test resulted in insignificance at α level (p=.609). Lastly, profile plots showed partly parallel similar, never crossing ordinal slopes thus absence of significant interaction, terminating simple effects analysis. Stemming, while use of the hedonic category with a type offer is insignificant superior in effectiveness towards repatronage intentions, the distinct in product category itself is no positive significant moderator for the effect between type offers and repatronage intentions, wherefore we significantly reject H3b as well.

C. Moderating Indirect Effects by Brand- and Stated Value Distinct

Testing for H4a+b and H5a+b+c+d, we again procedure with GLM UNIANOVA, now only to delete the type offer independent variable in this case, since both mediations only subject to the free gift offer with attribute condition. First, for purchase intentions in H4a, H5a+c; partial eta squared estimates for Valueinfo (.015), Interaction (.019) and Branded_Nonbranded (0.01) and found the first 2 effects are large, while the 3rd is small in size. For mean comparison we found for no value stated [M_novalueutil = 2,747 vs. M_novaluehedon = 2,5268] and for value stated [M_priceutil = 2,742 vs. M_pricehedon = 2,78], effecting variance of the hedonics as superior to the utilitarian if value is stated and conversely utilitarian is superior when no value is stated. Yet, examination
of F ratios by comparing to α level indicated statistically significant main effect for value_info [F(1,174)=.398, p=.043] and indirect effect for the interaction variable [F(1,174)=.435, p=.048]. However, the main effect for brand distinct was estimated insignificant [F(1,174)=.212, p=.646]. Lastly, examination of the interaction plot to cell means showed crossing, illustrating mediation is present. Derived from all above, within the gift offer category by repatronage intentions, we found the branded gift as superior in effectiveness while used with its value information stated. Conversely, without value information stated, the generic product estimates higher mean value. Also, stated value information of the gift has significant positive moderating effect on the main relationship, as well as the interaction with the 2 combined. Therefore, our estimates accept both H4a + H5c. However, the effect of distinct brand of gift has no positively significant moderating effect on the main relationship, therefore we must reject H5a.

Now, for repatronage intentions in H4b, H5b+d: partial eta squared estimates for Valueinfo (.008), Interaction (.000) and Branded_Nonbranded (0.01) and found the first as a large effect while the latter as no or small sized effects. Mean comparison found no value stated [M novalueutil = 1,717 vs. M novaluehedon = 1,772] and value stated [ M priceutil = 1,874 vs. M pric hed = 1,95], overall again effecting variance of hedonics for both groups described. Examination of F ratios indicated no effects statistically significant; value_info [F(1,174)=.136, p=.244]; brand distinct [F(1,174)=.126, p=.642]; interaction variable [F(1,174)=.107, p=.933]. Lastly, the interaction plot showed no crossing and parallels, again illustrating absence of moderation. Stemming, we found the branded gift as superior in effectiveness while used either with or without value information stated, although none of the tested indirect effects are positively significant moderators, rejecting hypotheses H4b + H5b+d.
D. Mediating Indirect Effects by Attitudes and Personality Trait

*Overall relationship worthiness of the retailer*

To test for mediation, we start robust analysis through 3-step regression by Baron and Kenny (1986), which we illustrate by testing hypothesis H6a. Step 1, we estimate $a$ in $M = aX$ by regressing the independent ($X$) on the mediator ($M$); estimates found insufficiency at $\alpha=.05$ [$\beta=.026$, $p=.848$, USEa = .133]. For step 2, we estimate $c$ in $Y = cX$, regressing the independent ($X$) on the dependent variable ($Y$); estimates again found insufficiency at $\alpha=.05$ [$\beta=.199$, $p=.073$, USEc = .111]. As step 3, we estimate $b$ and $c'$ in $Y = c'X + bM$, regressing the mediator ($M$) and the independent variable ($X$) on the dependent variable ($Y$); estimates for $b$ at $\alpha=.05$ found [$\beta=.326$, $p=.000$, USEb = .050] and for $c'$ at $\alpha=.05$ found [$\beta=.207$, $p=.048$, USEc' = .104].

Evident, the total effect $c$ (.199) increases ($c'= .207$) when the mediator is introduced in the model, suggesting already no mediation. Important, this method requires for 3 conditions to be met; $a$, $b$, $c$ and $c'$ all have to be significant and unequal to 0. Since $a$ and $c$ were already insignificant, we found no mediation via this method. In turn, we compute a Sobel (1982) test with earlier estimated $a$, $b$ and USEa and USEb; $S = .195$ [SE=.043; $p=.85$], showing insufficiency ($S$ value should be $>1.96$, $p=.05$) and thus no partial or full mediation. As final security, we run a multiple regression and interpret Preacher & Hayes' (2004) method of interpreting bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for inference about indirect effects; LL95CI (-0.0806) and UL95CI (0,0918) shows the interval containing the value 0, a criterion for no mediation. Abstracting, our methodology found no mediation for "relationship worthiness of the retailer" on the main relationship by purchase intentions, already partially rejecting H6a. Continuing, for convenience purposes we illustrate all remaining estimates in the figure on the next page. Green results represent significant/method estimate requirements met, conversely red coloured are insignificant/ unmatching. In the 2nd column, a green thumbs up (accept) or red thumbs down (reject) symbolizes for hypothesis testing (1st column). Highlighting the most important, we found we need to reject all but one hypothesis. The one accepted hypothesis is H6b for both purchase and repatronage intent, resulting overall value satisfaction as significant mediator in the main effect of gift offers on intentions.
### 6.8 Unhypothesized Effects

**Purchase Intentions**

Although not hypothesized per se, we found purpose in briefly testing demographics for results about between subject effects that robust experiment conclusions. After UNIANOVA for purchase intentions with gender and age, female respondents showed lower intent in all offer categories than males, illustrating the overall total values $[M_{\text{male}} = 3.04 \text{ vs. } M_{\text{promotion}} = 2.66]$. Also, females and males of 40-49 years old effected highest intent combined with gift offers, while other offer types age 30-39. Concentrating gifts and its characteristics, we found male respondents ages 40-60 and 70-older all valued the utilitarian over the hedonics. Conversely, females found hedonics superior in all age categories. Next, if value is stated, both males and females of all ages preferred the hedonic gift over the utilitarian one. Conversely, framed without, both males and females prefer the utilitarian alternative. To deepen with household members estimates; we
found that in smaller households (<=2), females had higher purchase intent than the larger ones, although for large households, male respondents had significant higher intent. For both distinctions, the age category of 30-39 computed the highest intent for purchase, in which females favour a branded gift superior to a functional one, while males favour the opposite. Lastly, the smallest income levels (€10-€15,000) computed the highest intent in both the generic and branded category, while the category over €40,000 showed the least intent in purchase with either gifts.

**Repatronage Intentions**

Similar investigation for repatronage intentions found lower values, where again female respondents effected significantly lower for all offer types than males \(M_{\text{male}} = 2.06 \text{ vs. } M_{\text{nopromo}} = 1.78\). Also, again both females and males in the category 40-49 years old affect highest intent combined with gift offers, while for price offers and no promotional offers that category for both again is 30-39. Nexting for gift characteristics, we found for males that respondents from ages 50-70-older all valued the functional gift over the hedonic one. Yet, females again found hedonic ones superior in all age categories, and, if its value is stated females of all ages prefer the hedonic gift, while males value the utilitarian one. To deepen with household members estimates; we found that in smaller households (<=2), females had higher purchase intent than the larger ones, although for large households, male respondents had significant higher intent. For both these distinctions, the age category of 30-39 computed the highest intent for purchase, in which females favour a branded gift superior to utilitarian, while males favour the opposite. Lastly, the smallest income levels (€10-€15,000) computed the highest intent in both the generic and branded category, while the category over €40,000 showed the least intent in purchase with either gifts.

Synthesizing, all results investigated conclude in only partial support of the theoretical hypotheses; 3 of 17 hypothesis were fully supported in only moderation and mediation \((H4a+H5c+H6b)\) and 14 unsupported in main effect \((H1a+b; H2a+b)\); moderations \((H3a+b; H4b; H5a+b)\) and mediations \((H6a; H6c; H6d; H6e; H6f)\)
This study reports the results of an experiment that examines the effect of a free gift promotion on consumer loyalty responses. Our general discussion purposes for answering our problem statement, however our results illustrate that prediction or a clear cut answer is complex. Explicit, main results show that premiums are less effective in predicking both purchase intentions and repatronage intentions compared to our other offer frames. More specific, we found both intentions significantly higher for discount exposure (H1b+H2b), while even so for the no promo offer (H1a+H2a). These findings seem to contradict the success at least some retailers have had using gift offers, however interpretation with other studies as predecessors should be towards undressing its lesser performance in our context. That is, the results obtain help shedding a light on how consumers process free gift offers in terms of downgrading the gift promotion from the choice set. First off, results show the importance for business gifts to be carefully integrated with personal sales in a marketing communications program (Beltramini, 1992). Since, our findings suggest that benefit perceived for discounts and no promotion is higher than for the gift condition, because of our experiment lacking personal sales in the personal space that uniquely differs gifts from the choice set. In this sense, gifts could be more effective while given personal, which arguably practices through the cashier as we theorized instead of with the product as we context. To elaborate, our discount in relative terms is high (50%), considering the product prices are low, with absolute saving that can be obtained is €3.50. As Palazon and Diego-Ballaster (2009) argue, such discount may be considered important by consumers, even more so during present times of recession, robusting our theory in chapter 2 that hybrids are calculated in money terms just like commodities
resulting in decline when not a good deal. As synthesis, they found premiums to be more effective with a low benefit level, while conversely discounts are with a high benefit level because they are valued more and generate higher buying intentions (Palazon and Diego-Ballaster, 2009). As such, our exposures may portray a high benefit level in consumers’ perspective because of the relatively high discount, seemingly resulting in less effectiveness for the comparable premium, robusted more by the fact that our results show overall value satisfaction (H6b) as a significant mediator.

Furthermore, our results could also indicate a link to Raghbir (2004) in that consumers infer the value of the free gift, given the price of the product and their beliefs of discount rates, leading to free gifts being devalued when offered by cheaper brands. Because, we rejected brand distinct as significant moderator (H5a), but found the branded gift, as opposed to the generic, a superior moderator in effectiveness for purchase intent while combined with its value stated (H4a + H5c). An explanation could be that since brands are synonymous for communicating their quality and image, consumers could have behaved here as though they imputed gift value using the price of the brand offering the gift. In turn leading to consumers attaching higher value to the same gift if it was given by a higher priced brand name as found also by Raghbir’s (2004). Adding, Raghbir (2004) also found that consumers can underestimate gift value when not explicitly stated, limiting overall value of the offer and regressing importance of stating the value of the gift in the ad itself when providing a gift. Elaborating on this thought our results could evenly robust Darke & Chung (2005) in that consumers base their quality judgements on the full price of the item without accounting for the value of the gift, with our results obtained robusting Jacoby (1971) in that negative price-quality inferences are subject as result of overall ambiguous or unavailable intrinsic cues for product quality in our ads. In this sense of failed cues in our ads, results obtained could also show synthesis with Raghbr & Celly (2009); in that large visually free gift size leads to perceptions of poorer product quality and has unfavourable consequences for purchase intentions of the offer, thus possibling the backfire of our gifts that hurt the overall promotional offer. Evident however, red wiring underlying reasons is consumer perception regarding the gifts portrayed as failures, resulting in absence of perceived willingness for future reciprocity. As reciprocity theory predicts, the more
significant the gift, the stronger the sense of obligation; and the stronger the perceived obligation, the stronger the urgency to restore equilibrium (Beltramini, 2000). In this sense, as Roster (2006) argued, failed gifts have greater impact on future exchanges than on relationship quality, but failure of gift appreciation negatives relationships. As synthesis, our results may possibly illustrate economic exchange as a similar synthesis to social gift exchange in reciprocal thought-processes.

Elaborating further on gift failure in particular, already evident, results obtained illustrate Darke & Chung’s (2005) findings that certain factors may limit the effects of a free gift offer. As such, results in our very context could show parallel with Simonson et al. (1994) in that consumer preferences decrease with unattractive gifts, because respondents perceive paying extra for a gift they do not want. And, when consumers are uncertain about values of products and preferences, premiums provide reasons against buying a brand, being seen as susceptible to criticism (Simonson et al., 1994). Arguably, Simonson et al (1994) abstracted three segments: those who find the premium attractive resulting in purchase intentions, whereas consumers who find gift unattractive and unneeded show less likelihood for such intentions, the third segment includes indifferent or not considering consumers. Integrating, in our context the gift could be of such failure perceived that the segment of consumers who find the attribute unattractive is simply largest. This thought would also robust Raghurich (2004), who found consumer inferences about gift value, in which consumers discount this value, carryover such effects to the general product category to which the free gift belonged. Forming, we found value satisfaction H6b as significant mediator, while product category distinction showed no direct effect as significant moderator (H3a+b), which could well be a negative carryover effect from absence of respondents perceived value satisfaction. Putting value satisfaction in another perspective, we found satisfaction as important determinant of loyalty relationships. So, another possible underlying reason may be that loyal relationships in general are not established overnight, since they need to inhibit strong emotions of such satisfaction accompanied by trust and commitment amongst others. As Uncles (1994) argued, the benefit of a loyalty scheme is to have sense of belonging reinforced, to feel that a retailer is prepared to listen and is willing to innovate on behalf of customers, while caring, concerned and considerate. As synthesis and as
theorized, establishment of a relationship the first gift is often exploratory of nature without direct obligatory reciprocation intent, therefore results obtained could reflect a very early stage of a relationship in which where these feeling are not yet strongly established.

Conversely, results may abstract a flipside as well, enabling consumers becoming wary of gift loyalty campaigns because of its mass and intense outings by most retailers in our context landscape. With, as result, being locked in by a retailer that satisfied him or her from the beginning in terms of gift value, or the increasing absence of gift differentiation by retailers, that both in turn makes consumers become more selective in the process. These could illustrate the possibility of an issue similar to that of Wright & Sparks (1999), who already argued possible saturation of loyalty schemes in retailing, the thereby importance of first mover advantage in terms of card ownership and the regressing need for retailers to differentiate or individualise their loyalty card offerings.

To conclude effectiveness, demographic effects shed another light on segmentation for gifts. As Areni et al. (1998) found a prominent role of women in gift giving, results obtained showed females are less intent while receiving, but did find hedonics as superior, with and without value stated. An underlying reason would be that in Western society context, most females run households in regard to shopping, therefore inhibiting better knowledge of deal value and price references. Conversely, it are these women that are more gift prone when a gift is branded, suggesting higher brand of gift proneness overall than men. Lastly, smaller younger households and smallest income levels found highest intents with gift offers, implying a description of consumers who would be the segment with the highest benefit for gifts. In conclusion, evaluation of the topic is too complex to examine in 1 thesis, however, using an exchange psychology approach we hope this work contributes by making consumer behaviour in regard to gifts and sales promotions more understandable.
8.1 Internal validity

Next to common imperfections of our measurement method (e.g., absence of an incentive and monitoring) a "live" and tangible experience stimuli was not present. As a result, results are limited by respondents' ability for imagination and perceived experience one-dimensional through sole use of sight sense. Decision making claims by equally important senses such as touch, smell and taste, would be recommended for future research. In addition, our experiment wagers heavily on the assumption of consumer's familiarity with our stimuli, limiting in accounting for past experience with the ad in absence of the possibility to define stimuli beforehand. Future research consideration should include such defining, according to for instance the number of advertisements already encountered in the past by repeat.

Moreover, there lies difficulty in measuring action without reference and price point perception levels. Interestingly, Palazon & Diego-Ballaster (2009) argue that based on the Prospect Theory Value Function, consumers perceive a promotion relative to a subjective reference point (e.g., the reference price of the product). In addition, Nunes & Park (2003) stated that promotional actions can be framed as monetary or non-monetary, and the difference in information affects processing and the quantity of cognitive resources needed to do so. Since consumer's goal are cognitive effort minimisation required for choice (Bettman et al., 1998); current framing influences a person's response to the stimulus (Palazon & Diego-Ballaster, 2009). Also, our study relies heavily on respondents' perceived price levels and intentions, while also on ability to estimate without comparable stimuli reference. More explicit, the assumption that a consumer possesses the
knowledge, attitudes and abilities to judge value and imaginarily compare the proposed deal based on a single visual. Future research recommendation should be to account for these notions, for instance by incorporating reference product visuals before experimenting. To conclude, our experiment weighs heavily on the gift offer frame condition, representing the majority of our sample, future research without time restrictions however could focus on harvesting a more even sample for experimentation.

8.2 External Validity

Our results show that all respondents are adults (18 or older), limiting generalisation only to 14 million adult consumers in the Netherlands. Whereas, teenager consumers are not at all represented, a group that arguably might be speculated to be particularly gift prone because of determinants such as peer pressure, social media trends, image building and vulnerability for attitudes towards advertising and promotions. To continue, validity of education level is divergent with Dutch consensus (37%), since 93% either have a degree at a College or a University, thus generalisation is statistically impossible. Future research might benefit controlling this issue by making use of existing data from an extensive retailer database in which lower educational levels are more evenly represented.

Our study is a small step in understanding gift-type offers and consumer loyalty. However, it does bound in a set of 2 promotional tools out of the pool of available tools (e.g., sweepstakes, 2 for ones, bonus packs among others), therefore results may not be generalized to other tools and frames. Ergo, a similar situation is intact for selected product categories, which for products with other involvement levels such as durables, results might differ. Future research focussing on other tools and levels of involvement hold much potential. To further discuss, our bi-dimensional approach with 2 distributions across the product map, aimed for pure in each corner. However, some results showed, in consumers’ minds these products possess both components, suggesting correlation might exist. If so, other quadrants of the map or other products may be a more accurate representation of the two dimensions. A goal for future research could be investigating and accounting for a more differentiated scale between hedonic and utilitarian products and its corresponding attitudes.
8.3 Additional Future Lines of Research

To complement our validity, additional future research recommendations are a result of experimental suggestion that measuring development efforts for mass-gift-commodity offer frames for loyalty objectives should continue. There's a wide field of possibilities for both marketing, behavioural and social scholars other than the ones presented here, owing to the scarce empirical research focus at the present time. Firstly, pursuing exploration of inferences such as gift characteristics (e.g. uniqueness, nostalgia proneness), as well as attitudinal/personality inferences (mood, market maven, independence susceptibility to peer influence) for example examination combined with a teenage respondent sample hold much potential. Secondly, studies investigating these behaviours while subjecting other dependent (loyalty) variables to analysis hold much potential, or in a different setting such as an online supermarket service settings should particularly interest scholars, assessing for the global increase of e-shopping.

As a supplement to better practical approximation, integration of a pre-composed shopping basket, instead of the one-items used here, that duplicate the offer framing with minimum of purchase threshold framing before gift receipt, should be interesting as future line of research. In addition, a study extending for a brand/instructional information framing of the gift attribute, but also extension for the determinant of premium timing (transferring pre, post or during the moment of actual purchase) and/or premium placement (on a shelve, at the register or on a promotional pillar) should interest scholars evenly. Moreover, since our experiment is in essence a Western template, future research could benefit in broadening scope to other cultures and societies with other gifting values and habits such as the Middle-East. In line, implementation of the concept of benefit level as being an important determinant of promotional effectiveness, as most recent work in the field argues, is interesting to combine in experimenting for a Asian sample group with significantly lower income levels, and thus arguably high gift benefit levels (Palazon & Delgado-Ballaster, 2009). Yet, making use of larger and more fairly distributed samples, since ours was biased from census data towards education level. Much more so compelling for researchers is elaborating for the ambiguous concept of “fit” we thinly utilised, in investigating perceived integration of a gift object with a brand’s positioning.
Since, several authors (Bodur&Grohmann, 2005, Larsen & Watson, 2001) have already stated that the study of the nature of the premium gift itself offered is of relevance because it can influence the evaluation of a deal and determine responses in evaluation.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the evaluation of mass-gift-commodity offer frames for loyalty objectives is far too complex and diverse to be examined in a single study. Overall there is plenty space for future study for many disciplines as the use of direct mass-gift offers for achieving loyalty objectives may very well, and could already, be used in other contexts of business, retailing and services other than the practice presented here.

8.4 Implications for Marketing Managers

The results reported may have profound implication for practice because they offer guidelines for improving their promotional strategies. However, the first basic takeaway from our research is that retailers should be cautious in implementing a hybrid mass-gift promotional strategy on the fly, or fail at picking a relevant and creative choice as gift, for objecting purchase – and repatronage intentions. This illustrates for managers to be careful about the inferences drawn from a promotional offer, as these can be non-obvious and backfire (Raghuram & Celly 2009). While, considering the consequences for consumer evaluations when allocating their budget to promotional tools. However, although our findings somewhat contradict the overall trend in successful use of gifts, it suffices to argue that the possibility exists for a customer to perceive the deal as less attractive overall and as a result feel less obligated or urge to reciprocate directly. However, marketers should also take along the consequences of these tools in other issues (e.g. brand awareness), as well as take into account their short-term objectives. More explicit, a gift supplied may not be interpreted as such, may be declined due to insignificant deal value or may rather be switched for a discount or other alternative. Furthermore, although carefully selected, the gift could be interpreted by consumers as not being attractive, not of sufficient value or its bribing nature in economic context is too obvious, amongst other possibilities.

With the aforementioned in mind, we illustrate use of this tool, maybe here failing to meet perceived
customer needs, can positively impact loyalty behavioural intentions, however on such level that a discount and even an offer without promotional claim is a more favourable alternative, for achieving to affect such intentions. Albeit our findings, it is not to be interpreted that implementing a gift promotional strategy is useless in achieving economic and loyalty objectives perse. But more so important to be derived here of is that our study suffices to illustrate the complexity and need for a stepwise strategic approach in creating and fostering relationships through acting in the relational domain that mass-gift strategy creates.

In that regard, an evenly important takeaway of this study is that it bases for this insisted careful and knowledge-laden stepwise approach preferred for managers when considering a hybrids strategy. Explicitly, our study illustrates the complexity, and thus the need and assistance, for marketing managers to understand first the process of gift exchange and how its basic social behaviour is to be interpreted and translated to retailing practice. Second, we suffice to assist in illustrating the similarities between commodity and gift exchange in economic context in such manner that managers can mirror and understand gift exchange strategy through examining the commodity exchange process.

Thirdly, our comprehensive multi-disciplined framework of both exchange processes melted written to the hybrid fusion robust the basis for understanding more this new category created and the preconditions it comes with, while conversely providing insights into possible customer responses and guidance for the inescapable role of actor in behavioural space it comes with. Or, price promotion discriminates on price, but gift promotion segments on noneconomic criteria such as trust, satisfaction, commitment and value of a relationship, all represented through a gift. As a result, environment, timing and technique of gifting as well as the meaning, value and attractiveness of the gift itself does matter. Fourthly, in line we assist in the difficult process of gift selection by distinguishing a pool of possible economic-based gift alternatives and illustrating preconditions on why they work and how they work. Considering, the noneconomic basis of gifts and consumer valuation present a thin line for potential for misuse and mis-selection of gifts that suits the proper context and is perceived as such by consumers, not as a business bribe. Lastly, before managers can strategize
development and maintenance of profitable loyalty consumer relationships through use of gift promotional framings, retailers have to be willing to understand its bonding processes and mechanisms wherefore we provide insights.

Concluding, although of course further validation is needed of our theoretical framework, it offers a robust and useful starting point for further research on, and practical instalment of mass-gift promotions for advanced supermarket retailing practice. Once all these stages are set our study intents for potential encouragement for managers to institute their businesses in patterning for customer loyalty behavioural processes. In turn, the pioneering and savvy marketing and brand managers that made the well-considered decision to use the commodity-gift hybrid tool, can utilize our results to direct their future marketing communications programs with several important lessons learned from this study. That is, the important moderating roles for stating gift value and the combined value stated with a branded gift are of particular utility for managers, as are the substantial and demographically measurable market segments in this study as potentially attractive targets for gift promotions and focused message strategies. As example, our study suggests for targeting lower income levels as most attractive amongst other segments. Furthermore, since we found overall value satisfaction as important mediator, managers should be wary of wanting to achieve loyalty goals by sheer bribing while failing to account for the double behavioural layer that exist in mass-gift hybrid environments. Or, managers should implement assisted knowledge of that consumers act as possessive and calculative towards a mass-gift as if it was a commodity. As result, since value and deal satisfaction thus are constantly evaluated and represent the state of the relationship (and thus in turn the intentions of a consumer to purchase or re-purchase to foster the relationship), this mediating role implicates the importance of value satisfaction as a determinant to meeting customer needs and achieving customer retention and ultimately loyalty. Concluding, in a nutshell we hope to have achieved the main objectives in drawing today's marketing managers attention and assisting for careful investment in a mass-gift hybrid strategy currently trending in retail practice, while demonstrating its complex background, emotional domain, pitfalls, commodity-likeness and potential behavioural (loyalty) unleash.
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Appendix Ia Commodity Selection

Hedonic

Utilitarian
Appendix Ib Mass-Gift Selection

**Branded**
- M&M's
- Head & Shoulders

**Generics**
- Rubik's Cube

Appendix II Additional Scenario Visualisation
M&M’s peanut
grootverpakking
Party pack à 1 kilogram

7.00
Appendix IV Ad Scenario 2

Head & Shoulders grootverpakking
Classic Clean fiacon à 1L

7.00

head & shoulders

classic clean
basic cleansing for normal hair
33.9 fl oz (1 L)
M&M’s peanut grootverpakking
Party pack à 1 kilogram

50% KORTING
7,00 3,50
Head & Shoulders
grootverpakking
Classic Clean flacon à 1L

50% KORTING

7,00
3,50

head & shoulders
classic clean
Basic cleaning for normal hair
33.8 FL OZ (1 L)
M&M’s peanut grootverpakking
Party pack à 1 kilogram

+ gratis
unieke M&M’s sleutelhanger
t.w.v. €3,50

7,00

1kg

M&M’s

Appendix VII Ad Scenario 5
Head & Shoulders grootverpakking
Classic Clean flacon à 1L

+ gratis Head & Shoulders unieke sleutelhanger
t.w.v. €3,50

7.00
M&M’s peanut grootverpakking
Party pack à 1 kilogram

+ gratis sleutelhanger
t.w.v. € 3.50

7.00
Head & Shoulders grootverpakking
Classic Clean flacon à 1L

+ gratis sleutelhanger
t.w.v. € 3,50

7,00
M&M’s peanut grootverpakking
Party pack à 1 kilogram

+ gratis M&M’s sleutelhanger

7.00
Head & Shoulders grootverpakking
Classic Clean flacon à 1L

+ gratis Head & Shoulders sleutelhanger

7.00
M&M’s peanut grootverpakking
Party pack à 1 kilogram
+ gratis sleutelhanger
7.00
Head & Shoulders
grootverpakking
Classic Clean flacon à 1L

+ gratis sleutelhanger

7.00
Appendix XVa E-mail message English

Dear Mr. / Mrs.,
I’m currently doing research for my thesis to finish the Master Marketing at the Erasmus University Rotterdam. Except, I cannot carry out the experiment and research at the best of my abilities without your help. By filling in my questionnaire you will help me a lot in getting to the finish line of my long and though road called graduation. Completing my questionnaire will only take 7 to 10 minutes of your valuable time.
But, I guarantee that that time will be the most appreciated time you will ever spend on someone!
Thanks in advance and please feel free to forward this e-mail to anyone.
Click here to go to the questionnaire.
Kind regards,
René Yark

Appendix XVb E-mail message Dutch

Geachte heer / mevrouw,
Ik ben momenteel druk bezig met research voor mijn afstudeerscriptie waarmee ik de Master Marketing aan de Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam afrondt. Echter, ik kan het experiment en de research onmogelijk uitvoeren zonder uw hulp. Door mijn enquête in te vullen helpt u mij onwijs in het bereiken van de finish van mijn lange en zware weg naar het afstuderen. Het invullen van mijn enquête neemt slechts 10 minuten van uw kostbare tijd in beslag. Maar, ik garandeer u dat die tijd de meest gewaardeerde tijd zal zijn die u ooit aan iemand hebt besteed! Bij voorbaat dank en voelt u zich vooral vrij om deze e-mail naar iedereen door te sturen. Klik hier om naar de enquête te gaan.
Met vriendelijke groet,
René Yark

Appendix XVc Participants consent English

A warm welcome and thanks in advance for your valuable time and willingness to participate!
What you will be required to do:
You will complete an online questionnaire about my research topic. You are only allowed to participate once.
Important:
Please finish the entire questionnaire once you start participating, this easy instruction for you will equal very long and happy hours for me because I cannot use incomplete results.
Statement of confidentiality:
Any information obtained during this study will be kept strictly confidential.
Thanks again! - René Yark
Click the button right below to start the questionnaire

Appendix XVd Participants consent Dutch

Hartelijk welkom en bij voorbaat dank voor uw kostbare tijd en deelname!
Wat wordt er van u verwacht:
U gaat een online enquête invullen over mijn research onderwerp. U mag slechts eenmalig deelnemen.
Belangrijk:
Wilt u afstudeert de enquête compleet invullen wanneer u uw deelname begint, deze gemakkelijke opdracht voor u betekent vele lange en blije uren voor mij, omdat ik incomplete resultaten niet kan gebruiken.
Privacy statement:
Alle informatie verkregen gedurende deze enquête wordt strikt geheim gehouden.
Nogmaals dank! - René Yark
Klik de knop rechtsonderin om de enquête te starten.
Appendix XVI Questionnaire Overview English

Please note: the portrayed overview is without any scenario corresponding advertisements (as illustrated in Appendix III till XIV) visualised between question blocks to our respondents.
Appendix XVII SPSS Outputs

A. Main Effects Analysis

H1a Purchase Intentions by Type Offer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchase Intentions</th>
<th>Descriptives</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval for Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off price</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price price</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No price</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H1b Repatronage Intentions by Type Offer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchase Intentions</th>
<th>Descriptives</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval for Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off price</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price price</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No price</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>713.00</td>
<td>178.39, 1217.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Moderation Analysis

H2a Purchase Intentions by Product Pricing

Profile Plots

Estimated Marginal Means of Purchase Intentions

H2b Repatronage Intentions by Product Pricing

Profile Plots

Estimated Marginal Means of Repatronage Intentions
C. Moderation Analysis

H1a + H3b+c: Purchase Inten:ts by Brand of Gift and Stated Value Information

### Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
<th>Eta Squared</th>
<th>Obtained Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Model</td>
<td>1,465.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.751</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.114</td>
<td>.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>1,272.8</td>
<td>1.2726</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incards</td>
<td>1,272.8</td>
<td>1.2726</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of Item</td>
<td>1,272.8</td>
<td>1.2726</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>1,272.8</td>
<td>1.2726</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>1,272.8</td>
<td>1.2726</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.527</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Mediation Analysis

H3a: Purchase Intentions by Overall Relationship Worthiness of the Retailer

Baron & Kenny Method

### Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B (Std Error)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baron</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B (Std Error)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baron</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Standardized Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B (Std Error)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baron</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenny</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Factor Analysis

Factor and Principle Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation

H6a: Sales promotional offer value related attitudes.

### Reliability Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>Variance Explained</th>
<th>Cumulative Variance Explained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component 1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approx. Chi-Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34.73</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>KMO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component 1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component 3</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sobel Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Sobel z</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Intentions</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preacher & Hayes Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>INDIRECT EFFECT</th>
<th>SE (Sobel)</th>
<th>Z (Preacher)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Intentions</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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